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Abstract. Tensor field theory (TFT) focuses on quantum field theory aspects of ran-
dom tensor models, a quantum-gravity-motivated generalisation of random matrix mod-
els. The TFT correlation functions have been shown to be classified by graphs that
describe the geometry of the boundary states, the so-called boundary graphs. These
graphs can be disconnected, although the correlation functions are themselves connec-
ted. In a recent work, the Schwinger-Dyson equations for an arbitrary albeit connected
boundary were obtained. Here, we introduce the multivariable graph calculus in order to
derive the missing equations for all correlation functions with disconnected boundary,
thus completing the Schwinger-Dyson pyramid for quartic melonic (‘pillow’-vertices)
models in arbitrary rank. We first study finite group actions that are parametrised by
graphs and build the graph calculus on a suitable quotient of the monoid algebra A[G]
corresponding to a certain function space A and to the free monoid G in finitely many
graph variables; a derivative of an element of A[G] with respect to a graph yields its
corresponding group action on A. The present result and the graph calculus have three
potential applications: the non-perturbative large-N limit of tensor field theories, the
solvability of the theory by using methods that generalise the topological recursion to
the TFT setting and the study of ‘higher dimensional maps’ via Tutte-like equations. In
fact, we also offer a term-by-term comparison between Tutte equations and the present
Schwinger-Dyson equations.
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1. Introduction and motivation
The quest for laws of physics near the Planck scale leads some quantum gravitologist
and quantum cosmologists to replace the smooth space-time paradigm with new geo-
metrical structures that are suitable for said energy scale. Those new structures include
discretisation of space-time (e.g. causal dynamical triangulations [AGJL13]), the algeb-
raisation of space-time (e.g. noncommutative geometry [CC97, Mar18]), just to name
2
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some1. Already the sole description of a space-time by a single mathematical object is
expected to require therefore novel geometrical ideas.
If one adopts a path-integral approach, the exploration of the quantum theory of space-
time requires additionally a multi-geometry description, to which ‘off-shell’ geometries
also contribute. Each of these geometries ξ is weighted via exp(iS(ξ)/~)dξ by a ‘classical’
action S(ξ), bounded to resemble the Einstein-Hilbert action in the classical limit, in
which ξ starts looking like a Riemannian or Lorentzian manifold.
Random tensors [ADJ91, GR12, Riv16] and related theories construct these kinds of
measures dξ, offer precisely a built-in description of both random and discrete geometry
in arbitrary dimensions, and therefore constitute a tool to test models of background
independent quantum gravity (see e.g. [EKLP18]). Interest in the study of Euclidean
quantum field theory (QFT) aspects of random tensors leads to tensor field theory (TFT)
[BGR13, BGS13, OV14, RVT], the matter of this article. Usually TFT fits in a ‘QFT +
’ framework, that is to say a conservative modification of QFT, which one can pursue in
the perturbative or non-perturbative approaches.
Non-perturbative TFT deals with the geometry of boundary states. Single geometries
in TFT are represented by certain decorated graphs called coloured graphs; this decoration
is precisely the information that allows the construction of PL-manifolds from graphs.
Bulk-geometry graphs —Feynman diagrams of TFT— have a colour more than the graphs
that triangulate the boundary geometries, which are called therefore boundary graphs (∂-
graphs, for short). The two-fold purpose of this article is to define in abstract way a
calculus with coloured boundary-graph variables, and shortly afterwards, to apply this
construct to a particular problem in non-perturbative TFT.
The single-variable graph calculus has been used there as a toolkit for non-perturbative
field tensor theory, leading to the full Ward-Takahashi identity [Pe´r18]. The single-variable
graph calculus allows to define each correlation function as a graph derivative of the free
energy. Boundary graphs turn out to classify the correlation functions of tensor field
theories; these obey analytic2 Schwinger-Dyson Equation (SDE).
Each and every analytic SDE for a connected correlation function corresponding to a
connected, but otherwise arbitrary, boundary graph was presented in [PPW17] in terms of
a general formula that relates a given correlation function with its neighbourings (relative
to the number of points) in terms of simple graph operations. In order to obtain these
results, the single-variable graph calculus was a useful tool, which however does not assist
any longer in the the derivation of SDE for connected correlation functions with discon-
nected boundary. This derivation requires a multivariable graph calculus, the variables
being the different boundary components.
1See for instance [MT18] for a thorough classification.
2We write ‘analytic’ as opposed to algebraic SDE for expectation values. We conceive tensor field
theory as a discretisation (therefore, 0-dimensional) of a D-dimensional quantum field theory. The 2k-
point correlation functions are thus functions of Zk×D → C which in the continuum limit pass to functions
Rk×D → C, and render the SDE integro-differential equations.
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Figure 1. An example of a-coloured edge swap increasing the genus of a
connected graph
We introduce graph-group actions as the basis of the multivariable calculus, and study
their generating functionals. Concretely, we obtain formulae for the graph derivative of
products of functionals, i.e. the corresponding Leibniz rule that generalises
∂α(F ·G) =
∑
0≤γ≤α
(
α
γ
)
∂γF · ∂α−γG (in multi-index notation) , (1.1)
when one replaces usual partial derivatives ∂µ (say, with x
µ a coordinate of Rn, and F,G
real-valued smooth functions there) by derivatives ∂g = ∂/∂g with respect to a graph g.
The formula for graphs takes a different form, but reduces, as it should, to (1.1) when one
replaces functionals with functions and simultaneously considers trivial group actions.
We prove that this abstract structure underlies tensor models functionals and use it
to find a general formula for the SDE of the quartic ‘pillow’-model, for the connected
correlation functions with arbitrary disconnected boundary (abbr. disconnected-∂). This
is the missing piece that complements the connected-boundary SDE-pyramid obtained
in [PPW17]. To have it complete is important for the analysis of the non-perturbative
large-N limit of tensor field theories. Moreover, although it is not clear which recursion
should generalise the topological recursion [Eyn14], it is clear that the disconnected-∂
correlation functions play an important role3.
Taking graph-derivatives can be understood as the tensor model counterpart of ‘taking
residues’ in matrix models (cf. [Eyn16, Ch. 1-2])
Tl1...lκ = Res x1→∞ . . .Resxκ→∞
[
xl11 · · ·xlκκWκ(x1, . . . , xκ)
]
in order to project the free energy Wκ (with κ boundaries) of a matrix model onto the
generating function Tl1...lκ of random maps with κ marked faces with fixed perimeter
lengths (l1, . . . , lκ). After the well-known equivalence [Eyn16, Thm. 2.5.1] between Tutte
equations [Tut62, Tut63] for the enumeration of random maps and the loop equations for
a suitable matrix model [Mig83] (also summarised here in in Sect. 6.2), we can state the
3For instance, higher dimensional analogue of the ‘pair of pants’ being represented by a correlation
function with three melonic boundary components.
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present result as the basis to obtain Tutte-like equations for the higher-dimensional ana-
logue of the generating function of random maps Tl1...lκ . This improvement over [PPW17]
—where only the equations analogous to a single-boundary correlator, say Tl1 ’s cousin,
are presented— requires new developments: A straightforward generalisation of the proof
given in [PPW17] is impossible due to the absence of the multi-variable graph calculus.
Although it would be possible to state the main result solely in a TFT context, the full
notation would be a burden in the proof. We state some results in lighter notation and
offer a shorter proof, at expenses of introducing some new concepts. The output of the
main theorem is also a set of new graph operations that extend those used to describe the
connected-∂ SDE in [PPW17]. Also the edge swap4 ςa (see Fig. 1), as unary operation on
a connected graph, is extended to a binary operation implying two connected components;
ςa is then interpreted, following [Pe´r17], as their connected sum.
This article is divided in an abstract part (Sect. 2, whose main results are lemmas 2.10
and 2.12), and a TFT-part. The next section explains in detail the following mnemonics:
for coloured graphs g and h,
∂g
∂h
= δ(h, g) · group action of G(g) . (1.2)
Here δ(g, h) = 1 if the graphs g and h are isomorphic or otherwise δ(g, h) vanishes, and
G(g) is a group determined by g. In Section 3 we make the connection between the two first
sections and model-independent TFT. In Section 4, our quartic model is detailed and the
results of the previous sections are applied to the main problem, namely to find the SDE
for connected correlation functions with arbitrary disconnected boundary with arbitrary
number of connected components. Section 5 gives explicitly some of the SDE for 4, 6-point
functions for rank-3 theories. We highlight in Section 6, preparing an important future
task to apply our results, the term-to-term parallel between Tutte equations and those
presented here, as well as analogies in the derivation of both sets of equations. Concretely,
we compare the new operations on the boundary graphs of TFT (Table 5) with their
matrix models counterpart (Table 4). The operations and terms presented in the SDE of
[PPW17] are only the counterpart of those matrix models SDE presented in Table 3. The
conclusions and outlook are given in Section 7, discussing a potential application related
to the higher-dimensional analogue of the topological recursion. The useful coefficients
that encode the insertion of the 4-point functions into the 2-point function and the 6-point
functions into the 4-point functions are given in the Appendix A.
4 This operation has been studied in the literature of Graph-Encoded Manifolds [LM06] and by the
Crystallisation Theory [CC15]
2. Graph calculus
In this section we explain what we mean by graph calculus. For naturality reasons5 we
consider the empty graph ∅ as coloured and add it to the set of (possibly) disconnected,
closed, regularly edge-D-coloured, vertex-bipartite graphs (‘D-coloured graphs’) Grphq,clD ,
to form GD = {∅} ∪ Grphq,clD . Henceforth, all graphs are coloured, but other types of
graphs could be used for the next constructs.
2.1. Single variable graph calculus. We regard GD with a monoidal structure, the
product and the unit being given by
c1c2 = c1 q c2 and cq∅ = c = ∅q c ,
respectively, for all c, c1, c2 ∈ GD. We choose to remember the order of the factors, so this
product is generally non-commutative, c1c2 6= c2c1.
Definition 2.1 (System of graph-group actions). For a finite collection H ⊂ GD, consider
the following structures:
• for each connected graph c ∈ H:
– a set V (c) is associated with c; for the empty graph, V (∅) = {∗} is the
singleton
– a finite group G(c) and
– a group action G(c) y V (c) of G(c) on V (c)
• if g = c1c2 · · · cn is a factorisation in connected components ci, then V (g) satisfies6
V (g) = V (c1)q · · · q V (cn) (2.1)
The collection {V (g), G(g)}g∈H is a system of graph-group actions.
If additionally, for each graph in g ∈ H, one has functions
ug : V (g)→ C (or R) ,
then one says that {ug,V (g), G(g)}g∈H , or more succinctly, {ug}g∈H is a family of func-
tions supported on {V (g), G(g)}g∈H .
We are interested in triples {ug,V (g), G(g)}g∈H and formal sums of the type U =∑
h∈H uhh, which we refer to as their generating functionals. In this case we say that (the
set of graphs) H spans U . Why these are functionals instead of functions will become
apparent while addressing the applications. At this point also the following terminology,
inherited from the physical significance, might seem mysterious: we call the elements of
V (g) the momenta of the graph g. Notice that u∅ is a constant.
As the last reference to TFT in this section, we clarify that the nature of these graphs
is not important at this point; examples will be presented in later sections. We just
clarify the reader that is well-versed with tensor models, that graphs treated here are
5This is in line with other theories (as a matter of fact Topological Quantum Field Theories) that need
the empty D-manifold. Also, it is technically advantageous and not the first time it is considered, see for
instance [KT16].
6One could relax this condition so that there exist domains U (g) of V (g) compatible with the G(g)-
action and such that U (g) ⊂ U (c1)q . . .qU (cn). However, we keep the natural condition (2.1)
6
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not Feynman graphs, but boundary graphs of these in a rank-D TFT. In this context,
functions ug are unknown
7, and one derives equations that they should satisfy. Only after
knowing solutions we would be able to fix a function space ug should belong to, which is
for now unspecified. We vaguely refer then to them as ‘functions’.
Next, some words on notation. For a factorisation g = c1 · · · cn in connected graphs
cj 6= ∅, we let g/ci be the graph with the i-th connected component deleted,
g/ci := c1 . . . ĉi . . . cn = c1 . . . ci−1ci+1 . . . cn .
Notice that this deletion does not only care about the graph-class, but also about its spot
in the factorisation, which we can keep track of thanks to the monoidal structure of GD.
For g = c1 · · · cn as before, let Y ∈ V (cr), 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Given a function vg : V (g)→ C
we define the insertion of Y in the r-th argument of vg
ιrY vg : V (c1)q · · · q V (cr−1)q V (cr+1)q · · · q V (cn)→ C ,
using (2.1) by
(ιrY vg)(X1, . . . , Xr−1, Xr+1, . . . , Xn) = vg(X1, . . . , Xr−1, Y,Xr+1, . . . , Xn) ,
where Xi ∈ V (ci) for each i 6= r.
Definition 2.2. Let H ⊂ GD span the functional U =
∑
g ug g. Given any connected
graph h ∈ GD, h 6= ∅, and an arbitrary graph g = c1 · · · cn factorised in connected
components ci, we define I(g, h) = {i ∈ |[1, n]| |h = ci}; that is, I(g, h) is the subset of
numbers that indexes the factors of g that coincide with h. For r ∈ I(g, h), we label by
h(r) the appearance of h in the r-th factor of g = c1 · · · cn. We define the functional graph
derivative with respect to h (evaluated at X) as the functional
δU
δh(X)
=
∑
g∈H
∑
r∈I(g,h)
∑
σ∈G(h)
ιrσ(X)ug (g/h
(r)) , X ∈ U (h) ⊂ V (h) .
The well-definedness follows from condition (2.1), which implies that in each case ιrσ(X)ug
is indeed a function on V (g/h(r)). We stress that this derivative could be defined in a
proper domain U (h) of V (h). Further, if h occurs nowhere as a factor of g the sum is
empty, and thus δU/δh ≡ 0. The derivative with respect to ∅ is the coefficient of that
graph, δU/δ∅ := u∅ ∈ C.
To clarify this definition, consider a monomial functional, U = ug g, with g = h
n for
some integer n ≥ 1 and h a connected graph. By definition, one has
δU
δh(X)
=
n∑
r=1
∑
σ∈G(h)
(ιrσ(X)uhn)h
n−1 ,
7For instance, ug can be the correlation functions.
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which one can rethink as
δ(hn)
δh
=
(
δh
δh
hn−1 + h
δh
δh
hn−2 + . . .+ hn−1
δh
δh
)
=
(
G(h)hn−1 + hG(h)hn−2 + . . .+ hn−1G(h)
)
, (2.2)
if (
δh
δh
uh
)
(X) =
∑
σ∈G(h)(σ · uh)(X) =
∑
σ∈G(h) uh(σX) . (2.3)
To illustrate the action in slightly more generality, if in uc1...cr−1hcr+1... none of the cj
is isomorphic to h, then(
δh
δh
uc1...cr−1hcr+1...
)
(X) =
∑
σ∈G(h) ι
r
σ(X)uc1...cr−1hcr+1... . (2.4)
On this account, the useful symbolism to keep in mind is that the derivative of a graph
with respect to itself is the group action of G(h) on V (h),
δh
δh
= G(h) y {functions V (h)→ C} . (2.5)
In the sequel, we will often abuse on notation and write this equality without the
curved action-arrow, as we already did above in eq. (2.2). The moral is that each factor
h occurring in a term of the type
uc1...cr−1hcr+1...cn(c1 . . . cr−1hcr+1 . . . cn)
is a potential G(h)-orbit of the r-th argument uc1...cr−1hcr+1...cn .
For iterated derivatives with respect to h, one can see by induction that for n ≥ 2, the
iteration of n graph derivatives applied to hn yields
δn (hn)
δh δh · · · δh(X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑
µ∈S(n)
∑
(σ1,...,σn)∈G(h)n ι
1
σµ(1)(X1)
· · · ιn
σµ(n)(Xn)
. (2.6)
If Gi(h) is the i-th factor of the group G(h)
n, a more transparent notation of last equation
is
δn (hn)
δh δh · · · δh =
∑
µ∈S(n)Gµ(1)(h)Gµ(2)(h) · · ·Gµ(n)(h) , (2.7)
where the group Gµ(i)(h) acts on the i-th factor of the set V (h)q · · · q V (h). The group
corresponding to the n-th derivative of the n-th power of a graph h with respect to itself
is
δn (hn)
δh δh · · · δh = G(h) oS(n) . (2.8)
In this case, the wreath product G(h) oS(n) is the semi-direct product G(h)n oψ S(n),
with the obvious action ψ of S(n) on the n copies of G(h).
To give further detail, given a generating system of graph-group actions {V (g), G(g)}g∈H
and h ∈ H, consider a function F : V (h) q · · · q V (h) → C. An element Ω = (σ;µ) =
(σ1, . . . , σn;µ) of the group in eq. (2.7) acts as follows:
(Ω · F )(X1, . . . , Xn) = F
(
σ1(Xµ(1)), . . . , σ
n(Xµ(n))
)
. (2.9)
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By departing from eq. (2.9), the composition with another element Ξ = (τ , ν) in the
group (2.7) is easily proven to yield Ξ ◦ Ω = (τψν(σ); νµ), where
ψ : S(n)→ Aut(G(h)n) µ 7→ [ψµ : (σi)ni=1 7→ (σµ(i))ni=1 ] ,
which is the product of G(h)n oψ S(n), as claimed.
2.2. Examples of graph-group action systems. Roughly stated, a multivariable
graph calculus (of n graph variables) consists of generating functionals of functions ug sup-
ported on a system of graph-group actions {V (g), G(g)}g∈H that are spanned by a finite
set H. We take H ⊂ FM({h1, . . . , hn}), the free monoid generated8 by n non-isomorphic
graphs h = {h1 . . . , hn}. For a multivariable graph calculus the key property is that the
graph-group actions G(hi) are pairwise independent, that is for each i, j = 1, . . . , n,
δhi
δhj
= δij G(hi) , hi, hj ∈ h . (2.10)
For the special element g = hα11 · · ·hαnn the restriction imposed by eq. (2.10) implies
δg
δg
= G(g) = G(h1) oS(α1)×G(h2) oS(α2)× · · · ×G(hn) oS(αn) . (2.11)
Before formally defining multivariable graph calculus, the next examples are just meant to
illustrate last action (2.11), rather than the role of the graphs in graph-generated actions,
and therefore can be skipped (to Sect. 2.3).
Example. Let ζn 6= 1 denote a n-th root of unit (n ≥ 2), and consider the system of graph-
group actions with a single graph g. Let G(g) be the group spanned by ζn V (g) = C
by multiplication. Then the functional graph derivative of g with respect to itself on the
identity idC vanishes identically: (
δg
δg
)
idC ≡ 0 .
The G(g)-orbit of the function fn : z 7→ zn yields(
δg
δg(z)
)
(fn) = n · zn .
Example. Consider a finite set H ⊂ FM(h) and the following graph-group actions system
G(g) = S(|g0|), V (g) = M|g0|×|g0|(R) .
Here |g0| is the number of vertices of g. The action of the symmetric group on the matrices
permutes columns (or rows). Then the orbit of the determinant det : V (g)→ R vanishes
8We recall that the free monoid generated by h = {h1, . . . , hn} is in this case the following set FM(h) =
{l1 · · · lm : m ∈ Z≥0 and li ∈ h} endowed with the concatenation operation; containing the empty graph,
i.e. the empty word.
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identically. This follows from considering, for an arbitrary matrix X = (Xab) ∈ V (g),(
δg
δg(X)
)
det( ) =
∑
σ∈S(|g0|)
det(Xσ(a)b)
=
∑
σ∈A det(Xσ(a)b) +
∑
σ∈S(|g0|)−A det(Xσ(a) b)
=
∑
σ∈A det(Xab)−
∑
σ∈S(|g0|)−A det(Xab) = 0 ,
where A is the alternating subgroup; its complement in the symmetric group consists of
odd-degree permutations, whence the common minus sign in the last line. Both have the
same order, which explains why the sum vanishes independently of X.
Example. Let K be a finite group that accepts (cf. [Sze16] for a criterion) faithful irre-
ducible representations. Consider n of them pii : K → End(Wi), and set G(hi) = K for
each i = 1, . . . , n. Define for each i the momenta of hi as the matrix space V (hi) = pii(K)
(since K is finite, irreps are finite-dimensional). The group K acts on V (hi) by
V (hi) 3 pii(m) u7→ pii(u)pii(m) = pii(um) , (m,u ∈ K) .
Consider the following functions f i defined in terms of the characters χi(u) = Tr(pii(u)),
u ∈ K,
f i : V (hi)→ C , f i(Xi) = χi(m)∗χi(m) , (Xi = pii(m)) .
Then for Xi = pi
i(m), the following holds:(
δhi
δhi(Xi)
)
f i =
∑
u∈K(u · f
i)(pii(m)) (i is fixed)
=
∑
u∈K χ
i(um)∗χi(um)
=
∑
u∈K χ
i(u)∗χi(u) = |K| .
Fix any g ∈ h and let pi be the associated representation. Define for any hi, hj ∈ h, and
X = pi(m),
F ij : V (g)→ C , F ij(X) = χi(m)∗χj(m) .
For X = pi(m),(
δg
δg(X)
)
F ij =
∑
u∈K
χi(um)∗χj(um) =
∑
u′∈K
χi(u′)∗χj(u′) = δij |K| .
Last equality is due to Schur orthogonality.
Example. Let D ∈ Z≥1. Let two non-isomorphic graphs H = {g, h} ⊂ GD parametrise
the system of graph-group actions given by {V (l), G(l)}l∈H , being
µ ∈ G(g) = S(D) Z = (zi)i ∈ V (g) = CD µ : (zi) 7→ (zµ(i))
τ ∈ G(h) = Z2 ε ∈ V (h) = Z2 ε : s 7→ τε
where Z2 is written multiplicatively {−1, 1}. Let F : V (g) q V (g) q V (h)→ C be given
by, say,
F (Z,W, ε) =
ε
2(D!)2
e−|W |+ε|Z| =: c(D) · ε · e−|W |+ε|Z| .
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Then the functional graph derivative of g2f with respect to itself yields the following
group-orbit, when applied to F :
δ3 (g2h)
δg(Z1) δg(Z2) δh(ε)
F
=
(
δ3 ggh
δg δg δh
F
)
(Z1, Z2, ε)
=
([
G(g) oS(2)×G(h)] · F)(Z1, Z2, ε)
=
∑
µ∈S(2)
∑
τ∈Z2
∑
σ∈S(D)
∑
ρ∈S(D)
F
(
σ(Zµ(1)), ρ(Zµ(2)), τε
)
=
∑
τ∈Z2
∑
σ∈S(D)
∑
ρ∈S(D)
{
F
(
σ(Z1), ρ(Z2), τε
)
+ F
(
σ(Z2), ρ(Z1), τε
)}
= 2c(D) · (D!)2 · ε · (eε|Z1|−|Z2| + eε|Z2|−|Z1|
− e−ε|Z1|−|Z2| − e−ε|Z2|−|Z1|)
= ε
(
e−|Z1| sinh |Z2|+ e−|Z2| sinh |Z1|
)
.
We have used the invariance under the action of two copies S(D), which contributed a
factor (D!)2.
2.3. Multivariable graph calculus. Let h = {h1 . . . , hn} ⊂ GD be a set of connec-
ted, non-isomorphic graphs. For the basis of the multivariable calculus the free monoid
FM({h1, . . . , hn}) is too ‘verbose’, and not each one of its elements has the ordered form
hα11 · · ·hαnn . This could in principle be solved by taking the free commutative monoid
FMab(h) instead, which, however, tuns out to be overly restrictive (for our aims). A mild
compromise between these two alternatives —the free monoid and its abelianisation— is
to allow to permute letters in an arbitrary word, as to make use of the action (2.11), and
then in some sense undo the changes. Next definition introduces precisely such reordering.
Definition 2.3. Given a finite set of graphs h = {h1, . . . , hn}, the degree |g| of an element
g in FM(h) is the number of factors of g, i.e. the number of connected components g
consists of. We let S(|g|) act by permuting the factors of g, g 7→ σ(g); notice that S(|g|)
left-acts naturally as σ·f = f ◦σ−1 on functions f : V (g)→ C. Given a family of functions
{ug}g∈H supported on a system of graph-group actions {V (g), G(g)}g∈H⊂FM(h), and given
a g ∈ H, we declare the pairs (ug, g) ∼ (σ · ug, σ(g)) equivalent for each σ ∈ S(|g|). The
notation we choose for this equivalence, called reordering, is
ugg ∼ uhh if and only if uh = σ · ug and h = σ(g) for certain σ ∈ S(|g|) . (2.12)
Definition 2.4. Given a finite set of connected non-isomorphic graphs h = {h1, . . . , hn} ⊂
GD, a system of graph-group actions S = {V (h), G(h)}h∈h is said to be independent if
eq. (2.10) holds. When the context is clear, we just say that ‘h is independent’, or that
S is.
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Definition 2.5. A multivariable graph calculus C (h) or a graph calculus with variables
h consists of two objects:
• the choice of an independent system of graph-group actions {V (h), G(h)}h∈h for
a finite set h ⊂ GD and
• the set of finite formal sums in elements of g ∈ FM(h) having each of these a
function of the form vg : V (g)→ C as coefficient, modulo reordering. That is,
C (h) =
{ ∑
g vg g
∣∣ vg ≡ 0 for almost all g ∈ FM(h)}/ ∼ (2.13)
where ∼ is the linear extension of relation (2.12), abusing on the same symbol.
2.4. Algebraic structure. We now explore the structure of a graph calculus C (h) with
variables h = {h1, . . . , hn}. The elements of C (h), called also functionals, have a non-
unique representation, since
∑
g vg g =
∑
g˜ vg˜ g˜ where g˜ = τg(g) and vg˜ = τg · (vg) for
an arbitrary τg ∈ S(|g|). For sake of computability, it will be helpful to be able to fix
representing elements g that span a functional, and subordinate the order of the arguments
of the coefficient-functions to that choice.
We write g
c∼ h for any g, h ∈ FM(h) if g = h in the free commutative monoid FMab(h)
spanned by h. In other words, g ∼
c
h if and only if h and g match in FM(h) up to a
rearranging σ ∈ S(|g|), i.e. if σ(g) = h.
Definition 2.6. Given a family of functions {vl}l supported on {V (l), G(l)}l∈H where
H ⊂ FM(h). Let g, h ∈ H be such that h ∼
c
g. We define for the reordering of a function
vh : V (h)→ C with respect to g by
〈vh〉g = σ · vg , if σ(g) = h as elements of FM(h),
being σ the rearranging element σ ∈ S(|g|) = S(|h|).
We shall drop the subindex g in 〈 〉g when the context is clear. If one factors g as
g1g2 with respect to an ‘abelianised’ product, an element σ ∈ S(|g|) serves as correction,
so that σ(g1g2) = g. Their rearranging yields 〈ug1tg2〉g = σ · (ug1tg2) for suitably chosen
functions ug1 and tg2 . In general, the collection of graphs g1, . . . , gr is not required to be
connected. If the context is clear, we pick this rearranging element in a smaller group
σ ∈ S(r) that only permutes the arguments of V (gi).
Definition 2.7. Denote by H1H2 the subset {g1g2 | ga ∈ Ha} in the free commutative
monoid FMab(h) spanned by an independent set of graphs h. Given two functionals in
C (h), U =
∑
h∈H1 uh h and T =
∑
h∈H2 th h, we define their product V = (U · T ) as the
functional
V = U · T =
∑
g∈H1H2⊂FMab(h)
vg g ,
whose coefficients vg are given by the ‘ordered convolution’
vg =
∑
(g1,g2)∈H1qH2
g1g2∼c g
〈ug1tg2〉g . (2.14)
Lemma 2.8. This product on C (h) is commutative.
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Proof. Let U =
∑
j∈J uj j and T =
∑
l∈L tl l be in C (h). Given g ∈ FM(h) with g
c∼ jl
for some j ∈ J and some l ∈ L we show that the components vg of V = U · T and v˜g of
V˜ = T · U satisfy vg g = v˜g g in C (h). It suffices to exhibit an element ν ∈ S(|g|) that
satisfies 〈ujtl〉g g = 〈tluj〉g ν(g). This ν will be next constructed.
We have the freedom to assume that g = hα11 · · ·hαnn . Since j, l ∈ FM(h),
j ∼
c
hθ11 h
θ2
2 · · ·hθnn and l ∼c h
λ1
1 h
λ2
2 · · ·hλnn (2.15)
for some 0 ≤ λi, θi ≤ αi that satisfy αi = θi +λi, i = 1, . . . , n. In the notation introduced
above, # I(j, hi) = θi and # I(l, hi) = λi. We begin by assuming that the relations above
are equalities,
j = hθ11 h
θ2
2 · · ·hθnn and l = hλ11 hλ22 · · ·hλnn , (2.16)
and restore towards the end the more general form (2.15). Let |j| = θ1 + . . . + θn and
|l| = λ1 + . . .+λn be the orders of j and l. We define first σ ∈ S(|g|) as the (|j|, |l|)-shuffle
determined by
σ =
hθ11 h
θ2
2 h
θn
n h
λ1
1 h
λ2
2 h
λn
n
hθ1+λ11 h
θ2+λ2
2 h
θn+λn
n
h1 h1 h1h2 h2 h2 h2. . . . . .||hn hn hn hn
h1 h1 h1 h2 h2 h2 h2 · · · hn hn hn hn
∈ S(|g|)
Each hi before double bar in the first row is a factor of j; after the double bar, the hi’s
represent the factors of l. The lower is a factorisation of g. Thus the diagram states that
σ(jl) = g. Analogously, we can define a (|l|, |j|)-shuffle ρ that satisfies ρ(lj) = g. This is
depicted in the following diagram, in which we represent l to the left of the double bar
and j to the right.
ρ =
hλ11 h
λ2
2 h
λn
n h
θ1
1 h
θ2
2 h
θn
n
hθ1+λ11 h
θ2+λ2
2 h
θn+λn
n
h1 h1h1 h2h2 h2h2. . . ||hn hn hnhn
h1 h1 h1 h2 h2 h2 h2 · · · hn hn hn hn
∈ S(|g|)
One has ρ(lj) = g = σ(jl) but this still does not guarantee that ρ−1σ(vjl) = v˜lg. In order
to correct this, we define certain permutations τi that are constant everywhere except in
the elements pertaining a particular hi for fixed i. This embeds S(# I(g;hi)) ⊂ S(|g|).
Notice first that for each such element µ ∈ S(# I(g;hi))
wg g = (µ · wg)µ(g) = (µ · wg) g
holds in C (h) for any wg : V (g) → C. For each i = 1, . . . , n, define τi as certain
permutation βi (given below) in the range [αi−1 + 1, αi] and constant outside it:
τi(x) =
{
βi(x) 0 < x− si < αi
x otherwise
,
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where si := (α1 + . . .+ αi−1)
βi(x) =
{
x+ λi si < x ≤ si + θi ,
x− θi θi < x ≤ θi + λi = αi .
Then the sought-after ν is
ν = ρ−1 ◦ (τ1 ◦ · · · ◦ τn) ◦ σ ,
which by construction satisfies
(ν · vjl) ν(jl) = v˜lj lj . (2.17)
The map ν is thus given by
ν =
hθ11 h
θ2
2 h
θn
n h
λ1
1 h
λ2
2 h
λn
n
h1 h1 h1h2 h2 h2 h2. . . . . .||hn hn hn hn
h1 h1 h1 h2 h2 h2 h2 · · · hn hn hn hn
hλ11 h
λ2
2 h
λn
n h
θ1
1 h
θ2
2 h
θn
n
h1 h1h1 h2h2 h2h2. . . ||hn hn hnhn
h1 h1 h1 h2 h2 h2 h2 · · · hn hn hn hn
τ2
τ1 τn
ρ−1
©ni=1τi
σ
We now come back to the strongest, original statement, in which l and j have the form
(2.15), instead of (2.16). This means that there are permutations γ ∈ S(|j|) ⊂ S(|j|+ |l|)
and δ ∈ S(|l|) ⊂ S(|j|+ |l|) with
γ(j) = hθ11 h
θ2
2 · · ·hθnn and δ(l) = hλ11 hλ22 · · ·hλnn . (2.18)
Then we correct ν by these two elements:
ν = ρ−1 ◦ (τ1 ◦ · · · ◦ τn) ◦ σ ◦ (γ, δ)
which satisfies, in the most general case, eq. (2.17). The statement follows by linear
extension of it. 
Example. To illustrate this notation, consider the sets H = {fg, f2} and K = {fg, g2}
of coloured graphs and let U =
∑
e∈K uee and T =
∑
e∈H tee. If XA are momenta of f
and ZA of g (for A = 1, 2), we pick a particular graph l = f
2g2, and define the following
permutations in S(4)
σ = (13)(24) = τ = (1)(23)(4) = (2.19)
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The coefficient vl = vf2g2 is given by
vf2g2(X1, X2, Z1, Z2) =
( 〈ufgtfg〉l + 〈ug2tf2〉l )(X1, X2, Z1, Z2)
=
(
τ · (ufgtfg)
)
(X1, X2, Z1, Z2)
+
(
σ · (ug2tf2)
)
(X1, X2, Z1, Z2)
= ufgtfg(X1, Z1, X2, Z2) + ug2tf2(Z1, Z2, X1, X2) .
Structures appearing in the graph calculus resemble the monoid ring. Given a com-
mutative unit ring R and a monoid M , the monoid ring [Lan02, Ch. II] is built by formal
finite sums in M with coefficients in R,
R[M ] = {∑m rmm | rm ∈ R,m ∈M & rn 6= 0 for finitely many n ∈M} ,
and endowed with the convolution product. The structure of the graph calculus generated
by n variables h = {h1, . . . , hn} requires to define, instead of the ring R, the collection A
of algebras of functions
A =
∏
g∈FM(h)Ag, where Ag = {functions V (g)→ C} ,
and then to consider the following restricted version of the monoid algebra
A[FM(h)] := {∑g∈FM(h) ug g ∣∣∣ug ∈ Ag , uh = 0 for almost all h ∈ FM(h)} .
Then we see that
C (h) = A[FM(h)]/∼ .
Given functionals U =
∑
h∈H uh h , T =
∑
l∈L tl l in C (h) one defines their sum by
U + T =
∑
m∈H∪L
(∑
h
c∼m,h∈H〈uh〉m +
∑
l
c∼m,l∈L〈tn〉m
)
m ;
for a scalar x ∈ C, the functional xU is defined by componentwise multiplication by x,
xU =
∑
h∈H(x · uh)h .
The in-depth study of the structure of C (h) is beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we
will prove the properties that are useful to in later sections.
Definition 2.9 (Coloured Borel transformation). Let V =
∑
h∈H vg g be a generating
functional of graph-group actions. Then define its coloured Borel transformation by
Bc(V ) :=
∑
g∈H⊂GD
1
|G(g)|vg g .
If H ⊂ GD 3 h, the following set
Hh := {g ∈ GD | hg c∼ j for some element j of H} ,
will be relevant for the next lemma.
Lemma 2.10. Consider the generating functional of a system of graph-group actions V =∑
g∈H vg g belonging to a graph calculus in (connected graph) variables h = {h1, . . . , hn} ⊂
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GD. Suppose that the coefficients vc1···ca···cb···cp obey the following rule under the transpos-
ition (ab) ∈ S(p) of graphs:
vc1...ca...cb...cp = (ab) · vc1...cb...ca...cp (2.20)
for each ca, cb ∈ h, where a and b denote the number of factor (connected component)
where ca and cb are located, respectively. Moreover, assume that vc1···cr···cp is invariant
under G(cr) for each factor cr, 1 ≤ r ≤ p. Then, one has for h = cr,
δBc(V )
δh
=
∑
g∈Hh
1
|G(g)|vhg g ,
which means that for each X ∈ V (h),
δBc(V )
δh(X)
=
∑
g∈Hh
1
|G(g)|(ι
1
Xvhg) g =
∑
g∈Hh
1
|G(g)|vhg(X, ) g ,
being ι1X the insertion of momentum X of h at the first argument of the function vhg.
Proof. By assumption, one can bring every element g ∈ H to the form g = hα11 · · ·hαnn ,
and change the coefficients vg accordingly without alteration. Notice that each g ∈ H
can be further factorised as h`f , where δf/δh ≡ 0, and ` depends on g. Through direct
computation,
δBc(V )
δh(X)
=
∑
g=h`f∈H
∑
r=1,...,`
∑
σ∈G(h)
1
|G(h`f)| ι
r
σ(X)vh`fh
`−1f (2.21)
=
∑
g=h`f∈H
∑
σ∈G(h)
`
|G(h`f)| ι
1
σ(X)vh`fh
`−1f
=
∑
g=h`f∈H
` · |G(h)|
|G(h`f)| ι
1
Xvh`fh
`−1f .
First, we used the invariance (2.20), i.e. ιmXvh`f = ι
p
Xvh`f for each 1 ≤ p,m ≤ `; then,
the invariance under G(h). Throughout, we can assume ` ≥ 1, since this is required for a
summand in the first equality of eq. (2.21) not to vanish. Also, since
G(h`f) = G(h`) oS(`)×G(f) ,
the orders of the groups should satisfy
|G(h`f)| = ` ! · |G(h)|` · |G(f)| = `|G(h)| · |G(h`−1f)| .
Hence, after cancellation one gets
δBc(V )
δ h(X)
=
∑
g∈Hh
1
|G(g)| ι
1
Xvhg g . 
Definition 2.11. The graph derivative ∂U/∂h of a generating functional of group actions
U is given by the coefficient v∅ of the empty graph ∅ of the functional derivative of U
with respect to h, δU/δh =:
∑
g vgg, to wit
∂U
∂h
=
(
δU
δh
)
∅
.
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Parenthetically, the difference in notations for ‘partial derivative’ and ‘functional derivat-
ive’ does not intend to mirror any difference between multivariable ordinary and functional
calculi.
The next result is simple and useful at the same time:
Lemma 2.12 (Graph calculus Leibniz product rule). Consider a graph calculus C (h)
and let J, L ⊂ FM(h) span functionals U and T in C (h),
U =
∑
j∈J uj j , T =
∑
l∈L tl l . (2.22)
Then the graph derivative of the product V = U · T = ∑g vg g is
∂(U · T )
∂g
=
∑
Ω∈G(g)
Ω · vg =
∑
Ω∈G(g)
∑
(j,l)∈JqL
jl∼
c
g
Ω · 〈ujtl〉g .
Proof. We compute directly the derivative of the product U ·T with respect to g from the
∅-coefficient of δ(U · T )/δg:
∂(U · T )
∂g
=
(
δ(U · T )
δg
)
∅
=
(
δ
δg
∑
f∈JL⊂FMab(h)
∑
(j,l)∈JqL
jl∼f
〈ujtl〉f f
)
∅
=
∑
f∈JL⊂FMab(h)
δf
δg
∑
(j,l)∈JqL
jl∼f
〈ujtl〉f
= G(g) y
[ ∑
(j,l)∈JqL
jl∼
c
g
〈ujtl〉g
]
=
∑
Ω∈G(g)
∑
(j,l)∈JqL
jl∼
c
g
Ω · 〈ujtl〉g .
For the second equality we inserted the coefficients explicitly, according to the definition
of the product. The fourth equality holds by graph independence, eq. (2.10), guaranteed
for a graph calculus. 
From now on let 2k(g) = |g0| denote the number of vertices of g ∈ GD. Our canonical
example of system of graph-group actions have the form
{ug,V (g) = MD×k(g)(Z), G(g) = Autc(g)}g∈H . (2.23)
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Due to the rigidity of a coloured graph, each automorphism9 pi of a connected graph g
is determined by a permutation σ of the black (or white) vertices of g; we write pi = σˆ
for such σ ∈ S(k(g)). The action of the coloured automorphisms σˆ ∈ Autc(g) ⊂ S(k(g))
on MD×k(g)(Z) is by permutation of the matrix columns, yi 7→ yσ(i), i = 1, . . . , k. As a
notational remark, we will often write k instead of k(g), as we just did, if the context is
clear.
2.5. Three limit cases and examples. The previous lemma implies the Leibniz mul-
tivariable rule. Before elaborating on it, for the case of graph-group actions by auto-
morphisms, G(g) = Autc(g), it will be helpful to exhibit this group action on a function
vg in three limit cases, according to the graph type of g.
Consider {V (g),Autc(g)}g∈h, an independent system graph-group actions, h = {h1, . . . , hn} ⊂
GD. Let g = h
α1
1 · · ·hαnn and let U and T graph-generated functionals by J and L, respect-
ively,10 being these subsets of the the monoid generated by {h1, . . . , hn}. Then according
to Lemma 2.12,
∂(U · T )
∂g
=
∑
Ω∈Autc(g)
∑
(j,l)∈JL⊂FMab(h)
j·l∼
c
g
Ω · 〈ujtl〉g . (2.24)
This relation holds in a subdomain U (g) = FD,k(g) ⊂ V (g) = MD×k(g)(Z) to be justified
later (see Sect. 3.2):
FD,k := {(y1, . . . ,yk) ∈MD×k(Z) | yαc 6= yνc for all c = 1, . . . , D
and α, ν = 1, . . . , k, α 6= ν} .
The canonical action of Autc(g) obviously restricts to this set U (g) = FD,k(g). Recalling
that Autc(g) = Autc(h
α1
1 q hα22 q . . . q hαnn ) =
∏n
i=1 Autc(hi) oS(αi), first we elaborate
on three simple cases:
• Case I: if n = 1. Then g = hα, any Ω ∈ Autc(g) = Autc(h) oS(α) is given by
σ = (σ1, . . . , σα) ∈ Autc(h)α and µ ∈ S(α), yielding for eq. (2.24)
Ω−1 · (vg)(X1, . . . , Xα) = vg(σ1Xµ(1), . . . , σαXµ(α)) .
Here each XA = (x
1
A, . . . ,x
k
A) ∈ FD,k(h) and the action of the automorphism group
τ ∈ Autc(h) is given by τ(XA) = (xτ(1)A , . . . ,xτ(k)A ).
• Case II: if n 6= 1 but αA = 1 for all A = 1, . . . , n. In this case, g = h1h2 · · ·hn.
Then Autc(g) =
∏
i Autc(hi) 3 Ω = (σ1, . . . , σn), which acts like
Ω−1 · (vg)(X1, . . . , Xn) = vg(σ1(X1), . . . , σn(Xn)) .
9There are more than one definition of ‘automorphism of a coloured graph’. The one used here is
introduced in [Pe´r18]. In this setting, an automorphism of a coloured graph is a graph-morphism that
preserves the colouring of the edges and bipartiteness of the vertex-set in a strict way (not up to a
permutation of colours as the factor 1/3 in the action of the quartic rank-3 model in [CT16] suggests).
That is, edges of colour a have to be mapped to edges of colour a; black (resp. white) vertices to black
(resp. white) vertices.
10 Of course, one could just take the union of the both spanning sets of graphs, if they do would not
a priori coincide.
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• Case III: If g = hα1 · · ·hαnn , but all automorphisms Autc(hi) are trivial. Then
Autc(g) =
∏
i
Autc(hi) oS(αi) = S(α1)× · · · ×S(αn) 3 (µ1, . . . , µn) .
We use now multi-index notation α = (α1, . . . , αn) and γ = (γ1, . . . , γn) and
abbreviate uγ1,...,γn = uhγ11 ···hγnn , and similarly for tγ1,...,γn . One can rewrite then
∂ (U · T )
∂ g
=
∑
µ1∈S(α1)
· · ·
∑
µn∈S(αn)
∑
(γi,νi)
γi,νi≥0
γi+νi=αi
i=1,...,n
(µ1, . . . , µn)
∗〈uγ1,...,γntν1,...,νn〉g
=
∑
µ1∈S(α1)
· · ·
∑
µn∈S(αn)∑
0≤γi≤αi
i=1,...,n
(µ1, . . . , µn)
∗〈uγ1,...,γntα1−γ1,...,αn−γn〉g
in multi-index notation as
∂ (U · T )
∂ g
=
∑
µ∈∏ni1 S(αi)
∑
γ≤α
(µ)∗〈uγtα−γ〉g .
For constant functions uγ1,...,γn , tγ1,...,γn , this should reduce to the multivariable
product formula. Indeed,
∂ (U · T )
∂ g
=
∑
γ≤α
(
α1
γ1
)
· · ·
(
αn
γn
)
uγtα−γ
which is just the Leibniz rule eq. (1.1).
Conveniently, lower-case (super)indices (i = 1, . . . , n) of momenta label the graph type,
whereas upper-case (sub)indices indicate the number of copy (A = 1, . . . , αi) of the i-th
graph type.
We describe now the action of Autc(g) on a general function vg : MD×k(g)(C). vg :
MD×k(g)(Z)→ C.
Let X = ((X11 , . . . , X
1
α1) . . . (X
n
1 , . . . , X
n
αn)) ∈ MD×k(g)(Z), being XiA ∈ MD×k(hi)(Z)
the momentum of the A-th copy of hi, for A = 1, . . . , αi. Picking an element Ω =
(σ,µ) ∈ Autc(g), with
(σ1, . . . ,σn) ∈
∏n
i=1
Aut(hi)
αi , σi = (σ
1
i , . . . , σ
αi
i ) , (2.25)
µ = (µ1, . . . , µn) ∈
∏n
i=1
S(αi) , (2.26)
the following holds:
(Ω−1 · vg)(XiA) = vg
(
(σAi X
i
µi(A)
)iA
)
, (2.27)
which is short-hand notation for
Ω−1 · vg(X)
= vg
(
(σ11X
1
µ1(1)
, σ21X
1
µ1(2)
. . . , σα11 X
1
µ1(α1)
), . . . , (σ1nX
n
µn(1)
, . . . , σαnn X
n
µn(αn)
)
)
.
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Usually, it is summed all over Ω ∈ Autc(g), which being a group, allows us to choose
whether we put the inverse in (2.27).
Example. For e =
1
, f = 1 1 and g = , let the subsets
H = {∅, e2, f2} and L = {e3f, e2g, e2f2g}
span the functionals U =
∑
h∈H uhh and T =
∑
l∈L tll, and consider their product V =
U · T . According to the action (2.27), one has the following formulae:
• For b = e5f , ∂V
∂b
=
∑
Ω∈Autc(b)
Ω · 〈uhtl 〉b
=
∑
Ω∈Autc(e5f)
Ω · 〈ue2te3f 〉b
=
∑
(σ,)∈S(5)×Z2
(σ, ) · (ue2te3f ) , (2.28)
since Autc(e
5f) = Autc(
1
) o S(5) × Autc( 1 1) o S(1) = {1} o S(5) × Z2 o {1}.
Also the ordering 〈 〉b is trivial. This in turn means that for the five momenta
XA ∈ F1,D=3 = Z3 of e5 and the momentum Z = (z1, z2) ∈ F2,3,
∂V
∂e5|f (XA, Z) =
∑
(σ,)∈S(5)×Z2
(ue2te3|f )(Xσ(A), z(1), z(2))
in abstract notation, or displaying the graphs:
∂V
∂
1
5| 1 1 (XA, Z) =
∑
(σ,)∈S(5)×Z2
u
1
|
1
(Xσ(1), Xσ(2))
× t
1
|
1
|
1
| 1 1 (Xσ(3), Xσ(4), Xσ(5), z
(1), z(2)) .
• For b′ = e2f2g,
∂V
∂b′
=
∑
Ω∈Autc(e2f2g)
Ω · 〈u∅te2f2g 〉+ Ω · 〈uf2te2g 〉 .
ForXA momenta of e
2, ZA momenta of f
2 and total momentum X = (X1, X2, Z1, Z2,W ),
one sums over elements Ω = (, (σ1, σ2;µ), τ) ∈ Autc(e2f2g) = S(2)×(Z2 oS(2))×
Z3, which yields for (∂V/∂b′)(X) =
(
∂V/∂(
1
2| 1 12| ))(X) the expression∑
Ω
[
Ω · (u∅te2f2g) + Ω · ([(13)(24)]∗uf2te2g)
]
(X)
= u∅ ·
{ ∑
(,(σ1,σ2;µ),τ)
[te2f2g(X(1), X(2)), (σ
1Zµ(1), σ
2Zµ(2), τ(W )]
}
+
∑
(,(σ1,σ2;µ),τ)
uf2(σ
1Zµ(1), σ
2Zµ(2))te2g(X(1), X(2)), τ(W )))
= u∅ ·
{ ∑
(,(σ1,σ2;µ),τ)
[t
1
2| 1 12| (X(1), X(2)), (σ
1Zµ(1), σ
2Zµ(2)), τ(W )]
}
+
∑
(,(σ1,σ2;µ),τ)
u
1 1
2(σ1Zµ(1), σ
2Zµ(2))× t
1
2| (X(1), X(2)), τ(W )) .
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One should still insert the explicit momenta ZA = (z
1
A, z
2
A) ∈ F2,3, W =
(w1,w2,w3) ∈ F3,3, τ(W ) = (wτ(1),wτ(2),wτ(3)), and σAZµ(A) = (zσ
A(1)
µ(A)
, z
σA(2)
µ(A)
).
3. Tensor models
In this section, we implement the graph calculus for TFT.
3.1. Tensor Field Theory. The main idea to use a the Ward-identity [DGMR07] to
decouple the Schwinger-Dyson equations (at a planar sector) and to obtain a master
integral equation for the 2-point functions for matrix models [GW14] can been extended
to the TFT setting. Some progress along these lines has been made for complex tensor
field theory and consists in the further study [Pe´r18] of the Ward-Takahashi identity of
Ousmane-Samary [Ous14] in order to descend the SDE tower [PPW17] and eventually
find closed equations. This led lately to the large-N limit [PPTW18] of the connected-∂
SDE. We treat a TFT as inspired by group field theory [BG12, BGS13, COR14, OV14].
Unlike matrix models, where there is a canonical way of forming a scalar, for tensor
models a specific trace TrB, indicating how to contract the indices, should be specified.
These traces TrB are indexed by D-coloured graphs B, where D is the rank of the tensors
ϕx1...xD , ϕ¯x1...xD .
The graphical representation of these traces derives from to the independence of the
imposed transformation rules under the action of U(N) on the spaces corresponding to
each index xa of ϕx1...xD , ϕ¯x1...xD , for a = 1, . . . , D, deemed colouring. That is to say, to
form invariants only indices of identical colour can be contracted.
Therefore, a trace corresponding to a quartic interaction would be, say, 1 1 formed by
colour-wise contracting the indices with deltas, as follows:
Tr 1 1 (ϕ, ϕ¯) =
∑
x,y
ϕx1y2x3ϕ¯x1y2y3ϕy1y2y3ϕ¯y1x2x3 .
The actual index-set of the tensors is {1, . . . , N}, but thinking of N as a large integer, we
typically write these sums over N or Z, or omit the domains in the sums. Although ortho-
gonal groups [CT16], compact symplectic groups [CP18] and mixed symmetries [Tan16]
define other classes of tensor models, we restrict our discussion to the U(N)-tensor models
we just introduced.
A tensor model is thus determined by a dimension D (the rank of the tensors) and an
action S[ϕ, ϕ¯] given by a finite sum of traces indexed by connected D-coloured graphs.
The partition function is given by
Z[J, J¯ ] = Z[0, 0]
∫ D[ϕ, ϕ¯] eTr(J¯ϕ)+Tr(ϕ¯J)−ND−1S[ϕ,ϕ¯]∫ D[ϕ, ϕ¯] e−ND−1S[ϕ,ϕ¯] , (3.1)
D[ϕ, ϕ¯] :=
∏
x
ND−1
dϕxdϕ¯x
2pii
.
Its logarithm, W [J, J¯ ] = logZ[J, J¯ ] is the free energy and generates the connected correl-
ation functions, which as pointed out before, are classified by boundary (possibly discon-
nected D-coloured) graphs.
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3.2. From graph calculus to tensor field theory. For a deeper exposition and mo-
tivation of the terminology and proofs of the results exposed in this section, we refer to
[Pe´r18].
Some objects of interest in tensor models are functionals generated by graphs (e.g. the
free energy). By this we mean expansions in graphs with functions (or distributions) as
coefficients. For a graph g ∈ H ⊂ GD we recall that 2k(g) denotes its number of vertices.
One is interested in collections of functions
{ug : ZD×k(g) → C}g∈H
and in their generating functionals
U [J, J¯ ] =
∑
g∈H⊂GD
ug ? J(g) , where ug ? J(g) :=
∑
X∈ZD·k(ug(X))J(g)(X) .
Here J(g)(X) =
∏k(g)
α=1 Jxα J¯yα , where {yα}α are determined by g and X through g∗(X) =
(y1, . . . ,yk(g)). The induced map g∗ is defined as follows. The D-tuple xα (resp. the yα)
indexes white (resp. black) vertices in a graph. Then g∗ : MD×k(g)(Z) → MD×k(g)(Z) is
given by X = (x1, . . . ,xk(g)) 7→ g∗(X) = (y1, . . . ,yk), where yαc = xνc (for α = 1, . . . , k) if
and only in the graph g there exists a c-coloured edge starting at xα and ending at yν . As
before, X is called momentum, but also each one of these arguments xα is referred to as
(entering) momentum of the white vertex Jxα . Similarly y
ν is the (outgoing) momentum
at the black vertex J¯yν ; the terminology relies on Figure 2. Although an ordering of the
vertices is assumed, notice that J(g) is independent of it.
Consider the canonical system of graph-group actions introduced in eq. (2.23)
{ug,MD×k(g)(Z),Autc(g)}g∈H .
A very important domain where the graph derivatives shall be defined is the subspace
FD,k(g) of ZD·k(g) ' MD×k(g)(Z) consisting of points outside all the coloured diagonals,
i.e.
FD,k := {(y1, . . . ,yk) ∈MD×k(Z) | yαc 6= yνc for all c = 1, . . . , D
and α, ν = 1, . . . , k, α 6= ν} .
For a connected graph g, the elements of Autc(g) are a lift σˆ of an element σ of the
symmetric group S(k(g)) (see discussion below eq. (2.23), or [Pe´r18] for details). Defining
∂U [J, J¯ ]
∂ g(X)
=
∏k(g)
α=1
δ
δJxα
δ
δJ¯yα
U [J, J¯ ]
∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
, X = (x1, . . . ,xk(g)) ∈ FD,k(g) , (3.2)
one can give this derivative the the meaning of eq. (1.2) as a permutation of the arguments
of ug, that is
∂U [J, J¯ ]
∂ g(X)
=
∑
σˆ∈Autc(g)
(σ · ug)(X), where (3.3)
(σ · ug)(x1, . . . ,xk(g)) := ug(xσ−1(1), . . . ,xσ−1(k(g))) , (3.4)
for all X = (x1, . . . ,xk(g)) ∈ FD,k(g). This statement is [Pe´r18, Lem. 4.1].
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Jx1
Jx2
Jxk
...
...
J¯y1
J¯y2
J¯yk
G
Full Ward-Takahashi identity
for colored tensor models
Carlos I. Pe´rez Sa´nchez
2 2
1
12
2
1 1
2
2 1
1
Jy2
Jy1
Jy2
Jx2
Jx1
Jx3
Figure 2. Left. On the interpretation of the induced map g∗. One takes
any representing graph G such that ∂G = g. For the quartic melodic
model (pillow-interactions) we can do so because it has been proven in
[Pe´r18] that the spectrum of boundary states is full, which is to say, the
boundary graphs are all of GD. Assuming an ordering on the white and
on the black vertices, the components yα of g∗(x1, . . . ,xk) = (y1, . . . ,yk)
are determined by this picture, seeing the xµ’s as independent momenta
entering the graph, with output g∗(x1, . . . ,xk). Right. If g = , and
we choose the numeration xα1 = y
α
1 for α = 1, 2, 3; there that G sat-
isfying ∂G = is shown. The map ( )∗(x1,x2,x3) = (y1,y2,y3) =
((x11, x
2
2, x
3
3)
t, (x21, x
3
2, x
2
3)
t, (x31, x
1
2, x
2
3)
t) is determined by following the 0a
momenta lines for each colour a
Remark 3.1. Notice that in eq. (3.3) it is summed over the group Autc(g). We are
therefore entitled to drop the inverse in the RHS in (3.4). However, if the sum is not
over all the group, we will keep the right ‘orientation’ of the action, for the convention in
single terms (σ · ug) is important in that case.
For graphs h, g, functions ug and functionals U [J, J¯ ] we abbreviate the usual notation
as follows:
U = U [J, J¯ ] , ugg := ug ? J(g) and gh := J(g)J(h) , (3.5)
and treat the latter as a product of graphs. This product is not considered commutative,
since the star ? implies an ordering in the arguments of a function ugh, which need not
satisfy ugh = uhg. Now we exhibit the relation to the generating functional of group
actions. With the product defined above, consider the functional V ≤n that generates the
connected correlation functions of TFT
V ≤n =
∑
B∈GnD
GB B .
(with G∅ = 0.) Here n is a large integer, and GnD is a finite set of coloured graphs whose
elements D satisfy
#(vertices of D) ≤ 2n . (3.6)
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In tensor models, the subindices of the functions corresponding to the graph AqB (also
written as juxtaposition AB) are rather denoted by GA|B. These particular functions
GD satisfy invariance under Autc(D); this means invariance under the Autc-groups of the
connected components of D and, for any isomorphic connected components A and B of
D, G...|A|...|B|... = G...|B|...|A|....
The truncation (3.6) would declare vanishing all the floors above the n-th floor of the
SDE-tower, but we can increase n at desired accuracy. It bounds any graph D appearing
in an non-identically vanishing correlator GD to have n components at most. In rank 3,
since the canonical (optimal in number of vertices) 3-coloured graph of genus g has 4g+2
vertices, this truncation bounds the genus through 2g + 1 ≤ n, making higher-genera
boundary states vanish. We write the infinite sums keeping in mind that we mean their
n → ∞ limit. The coloured Borel transform of V∞ = limn→∞ V ≤n is called the free
energy :
W = Bc(V
∞) =
∑
D∈GD
1
|Autc(D)|GD D . (3.7)
This equation holds in ‘N = 1-units’ and this assumption is innocuous within the scope of
this article. However, if one plans to proceed perturbatively in 1/N , the realistic case that
drops this simplification ought to be addressed. Adding the power counting conjectured in
[PPTW18] that scales GD → Nγ(D)GD, where γ(D) is certain factor already determined
for the 2-pt and 4-pt functions, would help analysing the convergence of W (see Sect. 7).
This free energy functional (but not only this) corresponds to a system of graph-group
actions that has the following constituents:
• For each graph B, V (B) = MD×k(B)(Z).
• For a disconnected graph D = qpBp one has
V (D) = MD×k(D)(Z) =
∏
p
V (Bp) .
• There is an action of each Autc(Bp) on MD×k(Bp)(Z). Since σ ∈ Autc(Bp) ⊂
S(k(Bp)), precomposition by a function by σ permuting the columns ofMD×k(Bp)(Z)
gives this action.
For connected graphs Bi and Bj , the following holds [Pe´r18, Lemma 4]:
δBi
δBj = δijAutc(Bi) ,
on the domain FD,k(Bj) ⊂MD,k(Bj). For general disconnected graphs D = Bα11 q· · ·qBαmm
δD
δD = Autc(D) = Autc(B1) oS(α1)× · · · ×Autc(Bn) oS(αm) (3.8)
on FD,k(D) ⊂MD×k(D)(Z). One can then operate with functionals, now without needing
to evaluate the sources at 0. That is,
δU [J, J¯ ]
δg(X)
=
∏k(g)
α=1
δ
δJxα
δ
δJ¯yα
U .
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This object is, unlike the function ∂U/∂g, a functional that can be graph-derived again
(without getting something a trivial result) and get again a functional generated by
graphs. Contrast this with eq. (3.2), whose result is a function.
Another important functional in the next derivation is the so-called Y -term that
emerged in the derivation of the Ward-Takahashi identity [Pe´r18] and which encodes
all the pertinent insertions of 2p point functions into 2p− 2 point functions for all p.
The expression to order six is given in [PPW17, Lemma 4.1], but this article only will
evoke the Y -term up to order four, located in Appendix A. For this paper, it is sufficient
to additionally know the expression
Y (c)x =
∑
B∈GD
f
(c)
B,x B ,
where c ∈ {1, . . . , D} is a colour and x ∈ Z. It is important to notice that unlike W (for
which we set G∅ = 0), there is a non-vanishing constant term f
(c)
∅,x in Y
(c)
x . Each function
coefficient f
(c)
B,x of a graph B denotes a triple propagator contraction of vertices from c c
with vertices of the graph C having 2k(C) = 2 + 2k(B) vertices and such that the whole
contraction’s boundary is B. Although GC is symmetric with respect to action of Autc(C),
the resulting insertion need not to be Autc(B)-symmetric.
In order to derive any of the 2p-point SDE11 we shall employ the graph calculus C (h)
with variables h = {connected, closed, D-coloured graphs with ≤ 2(p+1) vertices}, being
the system of graph-group actions the canonical one given by automorphism groups (see
(2.23) above for details).
4. Disconnected-boundary Schwinger-Dyson equations
The next section introduces the model whose SDE are found in Section 4.2.
4.1. The quartic melonic tensor field theory. The ϕ4D,m-theory is the model with
quartic interaction vertices V [ϕ, ϕ¯] = λ
∑D
a=1 TrVa(ϕ, ϕ¯). These vertices are sometimes
called pillows, since the graphs they correspond to have that appearance:
Va = 1. . .D
a
1 . . .
a
a = 1, . . . , D . (4.1)
We analyse this theory with an abstract Laplacian E : ZD → R≥0 as propagator,
S0[ϕ, ϕ¯] = Tr
1
(ϕ¯, Eϕ) =
∑
x ϕ¯xExϕx, assumed here to satisfy the following technical
assumption: for each colour c, the difference
E(tc, sc) := Ep1...tc...pD − Ep1...sc...pD (4.2)
is independent of the fixed momenta in colours different from c. Such kind of technical
conditions permit to exploit the Ward-Identity and are common. In matrix field theory
[GW14, Thm. 2.3], this is analogous to the assumed injectivity of n 7→ En for the
generalised matrix Laplacian Ematrix = diag(En)n∈N there.
11Here we mean the melonic quartic model. The bound on the vertices is model dependent and justified
in the statement of Theorem 4.1.
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4.2. Main result. We prepare12 now some notions and notations needed for the formu-
lation of the main result. Let R be a connected graph, 2r its number of vertices, and
X ∈ Fr,D. Given a colour c and a numeration w1, . . . , wr of the black vertices of R we
set, for any 1 ≤ ρ ≤ r,
Br(2)(R, ρ, c) := {τ ∈ {1, . . . , r} | ςc(R, wρ, wτ ) is disconnected} .
Thus, τ belonging to this set indexes the vertices wτ at which a swap of the colour c edge
at wτ and wρ disconnects R. In other words, Br(2)(R, ρ, c) indexes c-coloured edges of R
that, paired with the c-coloured edge at wρ, form a 2-bridge. If Br(2)(R, ρ, c) 6= ∅, then
R must be, in particular, 3-edge connected.
Example. The coloured utility graph satisfies Br(2)( , ρ, c) = ∅ for any colour c and
vertex ρ (‘no edge-swap separates it’). On the other hand, if {ρ, µ} = {1, 2} label the two
black vertices of the pillow 1 1 , then
Br(2)( 1 1 , ρ, c = 1) = {µ} and Br(2)( 1 1 , ρ, c) = ∅ for c = 2, 3 .
Notation of the theorem. Let D be a D-coloured graph with 2d vertices. By [Pe´r18,
Thm. 1] D is a boundary graph of the ϕ4D,m-theory and GD ≡/ 0. Given any X ∈ Fd,D,
we select an outgoing momentum s = yβ listed in
(y1, . . . ,yβ, . . . ,yd) = D∗(X) ∈ Fd,D . (4.3)
This s determines both a connected graph component R of D, and an r-tuple X0 ∈ Fr,D
of momenta, being 2r the number of vertices in R, by asking that s appears listed in the
r-tuple R∗(X0), particularly. Different choices of the distinguished momentum variable s
—say s = yβ1 and s = yβ2— lead to a different SDE whenever the respective β1-th and
β2-th black vertices lie on different connected components; or, less obviously, when such
vertices do lie in the same connected graph, R, but they are not related by a non-trivial
element of Autc(R). In particular, if the distinguished connected component R has no
symmetries, then there are exactly half as many SDE’s as vertices of R, to wit k(R)
equations (for that connected component).
For the rest of components of D we write Q (D = RqQ). We factorise Q in αu copies
of pairwise non-isomorphic connected graphs {Qu}u=1,...,n:
Q = Qα11 q . . .qQαnn , (Qαii = qαiA=1Qi).
We split the d-tuple X into momenta X0 of R and momenta X of Q, so that (X0,X) = X,
up to reordering. For τ ∈ Br(2)(R, β, c) we can therefore write
ςc(R;β, τ) = R′ qR′′,
and accordingly split the momentum X0 in momenta X
′
0 of R′ and X ′′0 of R′′, X0 =
(X ′0, X ′′0 ). Furthermore, for any factorising pair of graphs
C,B ∈ GD with C q B c∼ Q ,
12We come back to the usual notation for graphs or ‘bubbles’.
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we define the two functions H
(c,τ)
C,B and I
(c)
C,B by the following products:
H
(c,τ)
C,B =
〈
GR′|C(X ′0; )×GR′′|B(X ′′0 ; )
〉
Q , (τ ∈ Br(2)(R, β, c))
I
(c)
C,B =
1
|Autc(B)|
〈
f
(c)
C,sc × GR|B(X0; )
〉
Q ,
where the reorderings refer only to the graph components of the graphs in the pair (C,B).
The pivotal term, appearing in each equation, is
f
(c)
∅,sc = Y
(c)
sc [0, 0] =
∑
qcˆ
G
(2)
...
1
(sc,qcˆ) .
Theorem 4.1. For the ϕ4D,m-theory with kinetic term (4.2), the Schwinger-Dyson equa-
tions for the disconnected graph D read, for the particular vertex choice s = yβ, as
follows:
G
(2k)
D (X)
=
(−2λ)
Es
D∑
c=1
{ ∑
σˆ∈Autc(D)
σ · f(c)D,sc(X)
+
∑
ρ 6=β
1
E(yρc , sc)
[
∂ W [J, J¯ ]
∂ςc(D;β, ρ)(X)−
∂ W [J, J¯ ]
∂ςc(D;β, ρ)(X|sc→y
ρ
c
)
]
−
∑
bc
1
E(sc, bc)
[
G
(2k)
D (X)−G(2k)D (X|sc→bc)
]
(4.4)
+
∑
τ∈Br(2)(R;β,c)
[ ∑
(C,B)∈GDqGD
(CqB)∼
c
Q
∑
Ω∈Autc(Q)
(Ω ·H(c,τ)B,C )(X)− (Ω ·H(c,τ)B,C )(X|sc→yτc )
E(yτc , sc)
]
+
∑
(C,B)∈GDqGD
(CqB)∼
c
Q
∑
Ω∈Autc(Q)
(Ω · I(c)B,C)(X)
}
.
Proof. By definition,
GD =
∂ W
∂D =
[
δ
δQ
(
δW
δR
)]∣∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
.
Spelled out, this means that
GD(X) =
{[∏n
i=1
δαi
δQi1 δQi2 · · · δQiαi
(X)
( r∏
α=1
δ
δJxα0
δ
δJ¯yα0
)]
W [J, J¯ ]
}∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
. (4.5)
To compute GD, one needs to start then with a functional derivative of W with re-
spect to a source, which we choose to be J¯s = J¯yβ . The partition function Z[J, J¯ ] =
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exp(W [J, J¯ ]) has been shown [Pe´r18] to satisfy
δW
δJ¯s
=
1
Es
{
Js − e−W
(
∂V (ϕ, ϕ¯)
∂ϕ¯s
)∣∣∣∣ϕ→δ/δJ¯
ϕ¯→δ/δJ
e+W
}
. (4.6)
The colour-c-WTI leads to(
∂V (ϕ, ϕ¯)
∂ϕ¯s
)∣∣∣∣ϕ→δ/δJ¯
ϕ¯→δ/δJ
Z[J, J¯ ] (4.7)
= 2λ
∑D
c=1
(Ac(s)−Bc(s) + Cc(s) +Dc(s) + Fc(s)) , (4.8)
where each of the summands is given by
Ac(s) = Y
(c)
sc [J, J¯ ] ·
δZ[J, J¯ ]
δJ¯s
,
Bc(s) =
∑
b
Jbcˆsc
E(bc, sc)
δ2Z[J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJb
, (scˆbc = (s1 . . . , sa−1, bc, sc+1 . . . , sD))
Cc(s) =
∑
bc
1
E(bc, sc)
δZ[J, J¯ ]
δJ¯s
,
Dc(s) =
∑
b
J¯b
E(bc, sc)
δ2Z[J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJ¯bcˆsc
, (bcˆsc = (b1 . . . , bc−1, sc, bc+1 . . . , bD))
Fc(s) =
δY
(c)
sc [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯s
· Z[J, J¯ ] ,
for any c = 1, . . . , D. In this new derivation, it is convenient to work with
e−WAc(s) = Y (c)sc [J, J¯ ] ·
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯s
, (4.9)
e−WBc(s) =
∑
b
Jbcˆsc
E(bc, sc)
[
δ2W [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJb
+
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJb
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbc
]
, (4.10)
e−WCc(s) =
∑
bc
1
E(bc, sc)
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯s
, (4.11)
e−WDc(s) =
∑
b
J¯b
E(bc, sc)
[
δ2W [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJ¯bcˆsc
+
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbc
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯bcˆsc
]
, (4.12)
e−WFc(s) =
δY
(c)
sc [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯s
. (4.13)
Notice the presence of the product of derivatives in the Bc and Dc terms. These are called
B
(prod)
c and D
(prod)
c , respectively. The other two terms (which already appeared on the
SDE’s for connected boundaries) containing a double derivative are denoted by B
(dd)
c and
D
(dd)
c , respectively.
Next, we use the freedom to numerate momenta starting with the component R,
X0 = (x
1
0, . . . ,x
r
0) ∈ FD,r, R∗(X0) = (y10, . . . ,yr0),
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and s = yβ. For each item in the list
(m,M) ∈ {(a, A), (b, B), (c, C), (d, D), (f, F )} ,
we define the following functions:
mc(X; s;D) := δ
α
δQα(X)
∏
α 6=β
0≤α≤r
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
[
e−W [J,J¯ ]Mc(s)
]∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
. (4.14)
The splitting of b and d into terms b(dd), b(prod), d(dd), d(prod), respectively, still makes
sense. We now determine all coefficients, beginning with the easiest.
The cc and fc terms are readily computed:
cc(X; s;D) =
∑
bc
1
E(bc, sc)
G
(2k)
D (X) ,
fc(X; s;D) =
∑
pˆi∈Autc(D)
pi∗f(c)D (X) .
The term cc itself is not finite, but a term arising from one of the three functions will render
it finite. The three remaining mc-functions involve derivatives of products of functionals.
We first observe that the 2r − 1 derivatives in the sources complete the graph derivative
δW/δR, so the ac yields
ac(X; s;D) = δ
α
δQα(X)
∏
α 6=β
0≤α≤r
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
(
Y (c)sc [J, J¯ ] ·
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯s
)∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
=
δα
δQα(X)
(
Y (c)sc [J, J¯ ] ·
δW [J, J¯ ]
δR(X0)
)∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
. (4.15)
Notice that, after evaluation in the sources at 0,
∂
∂A · · ·
∂
∂A′
∂
∂R(X0)W [J, J¯ ] = GR|A|···|A′(X0, )
holds for any boundary graphs A, . . . ,A′. Using the formula for the graph derivative of
products (Lem. 2.12) and subsequently Lemma 2.10 one deduces
ac(X; s;D) =
∑
B,C
BqC∼
c
Q
∑
Ω∈Autc(Q)
∑
σ∈Autc(R)
1
|Autc(Rq B)|Ω ·
〈
GR|B(σ(X0); )× f(c)C,sc
〉
Q
=
∑
B,C
BqC∼
c
Q
∑
Ω∈Autc(Q)
1
|Autc(B)|Ω ·
〈
GR|B(X0; )× f(c)C,sc
〉
Q
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yρ = (yρcy
ρ
cˆ )
= (x
κ(ρ)
c y
ρ
cˆ )
xκ(ρ)
s = scscˆ
= xγc scˆ
xγ = (xγcx
γ
cˆ )
cc c c
(xγcy
ρ
cˆ ) = (scy
ρ
cˆ )
xκ(ρ)
(x
κ(ρ)
c scˆ)
xγ
Figure 3. The swapping operation ςc; variables are relevant in the proof
=
∑
B,C
BqC∼
c
Q
∑
Ω∈Autc(Q)
Ω · I(c)C,B(X) .
We compute now13 the term dc. We can split Dc into the double derivative contribution
D
(dd)
c and the product of single derivatives D
(prod)
c . If we decompose δα/δQα and the rest
of derivatives implied in R into single functional derivatives,
O(J¯) +
∏
α 6=β
ν=1,...,d
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
(
e−WD(dd)c (s)
)
=
∏
α 6=β;ν
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
[∑
b
1
E(bc, sc)
J¯b
δ2W [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJ¯bcˆsc
]
(4.16)
=
d∑
ρ=1
ρ 6=β
∏
β 6=α 6=ρ
ν=1,...,d
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
[∑
b
δbyρ
E(bc, sc)
δ2W [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJ¯bcˆsc
]
=
d∑
ρ=1
ρ 6=β
∏
α;(β 6=α 6=ρ)
ν=1,...,k
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
[
1
E(yρc , sc)
δ2W [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆyρc δJ¯yρcˆsc
]
.
This is, after evaluation at J¯ = J = 0, all the (coloured) graphs obtained from D (also
implying the other connected components) after the colour-c swapping at s = yβ and yρ:
for ρ 6= β, i.e. running over black vertices skipping J¯s = J¯yβ . Thus the derivatives on
D
(dd)
c contribute
∑
ρ 6=β
ρ,any black vertex
1
E(yρc , sc)
∂W [J, J ]
∂ςc(D;β, ρ)(X) for ρ 6= β.
To fully compute Dc, we add now the product of derivatives, D
(prod)
c . Unlike D
(dd)
c , with
D
(prod)
c one can first see the effect of applying the rest of the derivatives of the graph R,
that is those with momenta (xα0 )α and (y
α
0 )α 6=β. This is due to the product of derivatives
13The part of the calculation of the contributions of the double derivatives δ2W/δJδJ¯ or δ2W/δJ¯δJ¯ to
bc and dc is shortened, due to the very similar derivation provided already in [PPW17].
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of W , which forces both factors to be derived with respect to momenta in the same graph
in order not to vanish. Thus,∏
α 6=β
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
(
e−WD(prod)c (s)
)
+O(J¯)
=
∏
α 6=β;ν
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
[∑
b
J¯b
E(bc, sc)
δW
δJ¯scˆbc
δW
δJ¯bcˆsc
]
(4.17)
=
r∑
ρ 6=β
∏
α 6=β(α 6=ρ)
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
[∑
b
δbyρ
E(bc, sc)
δW
δJ¯scˆbc
δW
δJ¯bcˆsc
]
=
r∑
ρ6=β
1
E(yρc , sc)
∏
α 6=β(α 6=ρ)
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
[
δW
δJ¯
yβcˆ y
ρ
c
δW
δJ¯
yρcˆy
β
c
]
,
where in the last step we only used that s = yβ = yβ0 . It is evident that these two
derivatives in the square bracket form of a colour-c edge swap at yβ0 and y
ρ
0, but in order
not to lead to a vanishing term, they also have to lie on a different component of a
graph (as otherwise a graph derivative would be incomplete). It is therefore additionally
required that the graph is disconnected after the swapping at yβ0 and y
ρ
0, that is that
there are connected graphs R1 and R2, such that
ςc(R;β, ρ) = R1 qR2 if and only if ρ ∈ Br(R, β, c) .
Therefore
δα
δQα(X)
∏
α 6=β
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
(
e−WD(prod)c (s)
)
+O(J¯)
=
∑
τ∈Br(R,β,c)
1
E(yτc , sc)
δα
δQα(X)
∏
α 6=β(α 6=ρ)
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
[
δW
δJ¯
yβcˆ y
τ
c
δW
δJ¯
yτcˆ y
β
c
]
.
=
∑
τ∈Br(R,β,c)
1
E(yτc , sc)
δα
δQα(X)
(
δW
δR1(X ′0)
δW
δR2(X ′′0 )
)
.
At this place we use the multivariable graph calculus Leibniz rule (Lemma 2.12), namely
δα
δQα(X)
∏
α 6=β
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
(
e−WD(prod)c (s)
)∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
=
∑
τ∈Br(R,β,c)
1
E(yτc , sc)
∑
B,C
BqC∼
c
Qα
∑
Ω∈Autc(Qα)
Ω · [〈GR1|B(X ′0, )×GR1|C(X ′′0 , ) 〉Qα](X)
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=
∑
τ∈Br(R,β,c)
1
E(yτc , sc)
∑
B,C
BqC∼
c
Qα
∑
Ω∈Autc(Qα)
(Ω ·H(c,τ)B,C )(X) .
In summary, the dc-term is given by
dc(X; s;D) =
∑
ρ 6=β
ρ,any black vertex
1
E(yρc , sc)
∂W [J, J ]
∂ςc(D; 1, ρ)(X) (4.18)
+
∑
τ∈Br(R,β,c)
1
E(yτc , sc)
∑
B,C
BqC∼
c
Qα
∑
Ω∈Autc(Qα)
(Ω ·HB,C)(X) .
As for the derivatives on Bc(s), we divide the derivation in two parts. One concerns
the double derivative, B
(dd)
c :
O(J) +
∏
α 6=β
ν=1,...,d
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
B(dd)c (s) (4.19)
=
∏
α 6=β;ν
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
[∑
b
1
E(bc, sc)
Jbcˆsc
δ2W [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJb
]
=
d∑
θ=1
∏
α 6=β;ν 6=θ
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
[∑
bc
1
E(bc, sc)
δsc
xθc
δ2W [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJxβcˆ bc
]
=
∏
α 6=β;ν 6=γ
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
[∑
bc
1
E(bc, x
γ
c )
δ2W [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbcδJxγcˆ bc
]
.
since there is a single vertex xγ , γ = γ(c), with xγc = sc, so δ
sc
xθc
= δsc
xθc
δγθ . The term
δ2W [J, J¯ ]/δJ¯scˆbcδJxγcˆ bc
, is selected by δsc
xβc
leads to ∂Z/∂D(X)|xγc→bc , after taking all the
rest of derivatives, with the single coordinate xγc being substituted by (the running) bc.
But when
bc ∈ {y1c , y2c , . . . , ŷβc , . . . , ydc} ,
one does not have exactly a ‘graph derivative’, since we are evaluating it not in FD,d, but
in one of its diagonals of colour c. A direct computation yields then a second contribution
to b
(dd)
c (the third and fourth lines below):
b(dd)c (X; s;D) (4.20)
=
∑
bc
1
E(bc, x
γ
c )
×G(2k)D (x1, . . . ,xγ−1, (xγ1 , . . . , xγa−1, bc, xγa+1, . . . xγD),xγ+1, . . . ,xd)
+
∑
ρ>1
1
E(x
κ(ρ)
c , x
γ
c )
× ∂W [J, J¯ ]
∂ ςc(D; 1, ρ)(x
1, . . . , (xγ1 , . . . , x
γ
a−1, x
κ(ρ)
c , x
γ
a+1, . . . x
γ
D), . . . ,x
d) .
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where κ(ρ) is defined in Figure 3 (i.e. x
κ(ρ)
c = y
ρ
c ).
The last computation is b
(prod)
c ,
b(prod)c (X; s;D)
=
δα
δQα(X)
∏
α 6=β
0≤α≤r
ν=1,...,r
δ
δJ¯yα0
δ
δJxν0
[∑
b
Jbcˆsc
E(bc, sc)
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJb
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbc
]∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
.
This computation is quite similar to the one for the d
(prod)
c -term, presented above, with
the only difference that the evaluation is not at X, but at X|sc→yτc . The less trivial part
in that derivation is to figure out, which non-zero contributions come from
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJbcxγc
δW [J, J¯ ]
δJ¯scˆbc
. (4.21)
Because of the repetition of bc in both factors, it seems that the term vanishes after
deriving it. However, bc runs, and it does so also through the particular c-coloured entries
of the black vertices of R,
bc ∈ {y10,c, y20,c, . . . , ŷβ0,c, . . . , yd0,c} .
Only if we also require that bc ∈ {yτc |τ ∈ Br(R, β, c)}, we guarantee that each one of those
factors forms a graph derivative. However, notice that momentum in the white vertex
xγ = (scx
γ
cˆ ) has changed to (y
τ
cx
γ
cˆ ). Thus, one changes X0 into X0
∣∣
sc→yτc . Therefore
b(prod)c (X; s;D) =
∑
τ∈Br(R,β,c)
1
E(yτc , sc)
δα
δQα(X)
δW
δR1(X ′0)
δW
δR2(X ′′0 )
∣∣∣∣
J=J¯=0
sc→yτc
.
We apply again Lemma 2.12 and find that
b(prod)c (X; s;D) =
∑
τ∈Br(2)(R;β,c)
∑
(C,B)∈GDqGD
(CqB)∼Q
∑
Ω∈Autc(Q)
(Ω ·HB,C)(X)|sc→yτc
E(yτc , sc)
.
Due to eqs. (4.7), one has
∂W [J, J¯ ]
∂D(X) =
∏
i
δαi
δQi(Xi1) · · · Qi(Xiαi)
{ ∏
α 6=β
ν=1,...,k
δ
δJ¯yα
δ
δJxν
(
(−2λE−1s )
×
D∑
c=1
e−W
[
Ac(s) + Cc(s) +Dc(s) + Fc(s)−Bc(s)
])}∣∣∣∣
J¯=0
J=0
=
(−2λ)
Es
∑
c
(
ac(X; s;D) + cc(X; s;D) + d(dd)c (X; s;D)
+ d(prod)c (X; s;D) + fc(X; s;D)
− b(dd)c (X; s;D)− b(prod)c (X; s;D)
)
.
This is precisely GD(X) and the result follows. 
5. Four and six point SDE with disconnected boundary
Concrete SDE’s for the rank-3 ϕ43-theory are presented next. Recall, the interaction in
this case is λ( 1 1 + 2 2 + 3 3). We display some of the equations in traditional notation
with explicit graphs, which allows to see immediately the graph operations. In other
equations we use the simplification clarified in Table 1.
Correlation functions
Order Graph notation Simplified notation
2-pt function G
(2)
1
G
(2)
m or G(2)
4-pt functions G
(4)
a a G
(4)
Va
G
(4)
1
|
1
G
(4)
m|m
6-pt functions G(6)
a
G
(6)
Qa
G
(6)
G
(6)
K3,3
G(6)
cb
G
(6)
Fa;bc
G
(6)
1
|a a G
(6)
m|Va
G
(6)
1
|
1
|
1
G
(6)
m|m|m
Table 1. Two notations for the correlation functions. Here a, b, c are
colours bound to satisfy {a, b, c} = {1, 2, 3} . The subindex m originates
from ‘melon’.
5.1. Schwinger-Dyson equations for G
(6)
1
| i i . We single out the terms in the deriva-
tion of the SDE for this case, which is the most complicated presented here. The rest of
the results are obtained in a similar and more direct way.
There are two equations, depending on whether one chooses s (cf. Theorem 4.1 above)
as a component of the outgoing momentum in
1
or in i i . We choose this last vertex to
be V1 = 1 1 , for sake of clarity (since the model is colour-invariant, SDE for the other
colours are readily obtained from it).
• If s = x is outgoing momentum of the graph
1
. In the notation of the theorem,
here D = m|V1 being R = m, since y1 = s = X0 is the momentum of the black
vertex of m. Therefore Q = V1. The remaining momenta X equal (y, z). The I(c)C,B-
terms are then computed as follows, from any of the factorisations C,B = (∅, V1)
or (V1,∅) and read
I
(c)
C,B(X) =
1
|Autc(B)| 〈f
(c)
C;sc × Gm|B(X0; )〉V1(X) (5.1)
=
{
f
(c)
V1;sc
(y, z)G
(2)
m (x) (C,B) = (V1,∅) ,
1
2 f
(c)
∅;scG
(6)
m|V1(x,y, z) (C,B) = (∅, V1) .
(5.2)
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On these functions σˆ ∈ Autc(V1) acts exchanging y with z; just as on the terms
coming from the derivative of the Y -term with respect to (m|V1):∑
σˆ∈Z2
σ · f(c)
m|V1;xc(x,y, z) = f
(c)
m|V1;xc(x,y, z) + f
(c)
m|V1;xc(y,x, z) . (5.3)
Next, we obtain the second line in eq. (4.4) (the ‘swap-term’). We have chosen
y1 = s (β = 1), so
∂W [J, J¯ ]
∂ςc=1(m|V1;β = 1, ρ = 2, 3)(x,y, z) = G
(6)
Q1
(x,y, z) (5.4a)
∂W [J, J¯ ]
∂ςc=2(m|V1;β = 1, ρ = 2)(x,y, z) = G
(6)
F3;21
(x, z,y) (5.4b)
∂W [J, J¯ ]
∂ςc=2(m|V1;β = 1, ρ = 3)(x,y, z) = G
(6)
F3;21
(x,y, z) (5.4c)
∂W [J, J¯ ]
∂ςc=3(m|V1;β = 1, ρ = 2)(x,y, z) = G
(6)
F2;31
(x, z,y) (5.4d)
∂W [J, J¯ ]
∂ςc=2(m|V1;β = 1, ρ = 3)(x,y, z) = G
(6)
F2;31
(x,y, z) (5.4e)
In this case the set Br(
1
, ρ, c) is empty, for any values of ρ and c. Therefore, the
sum over the H-terms vanishes. For each (x,y, z) ∈ F3,3,
G
(6)
m|V1(x,y, z) (5.5)
=
(−2λ
Ex
)
×
{
3∑
c=1
f
(c)
m|V1;xc(x,y, z) + f
(c)
m|V1;xc(y,x, z)
+
1
E(y1, x1)
[
G
(6)
Q1
(x,y, z)−G(6)Q1(y1, x2, x3,y, z)
]
+
1
E(z1, x1)
[
G
(6)
Q1
(x,y, z)−G(6)Q1(z1, x2, x3,y, z)
]
+
1
E(z2, x2)
[
GF3;21(x, z,y)−GF3;21(x1, z2, x3, z,y)
]
+
1
E(y2, x2)
[
GF3;21(x,y, z)−GF3;21(x1, y2, x3y, z)
]
+
1
E(z3, x3)
[
GF2;31(x, z,y)−GF2;31(x1, x2, z3, z,y)
]
+
1
E(y3, x3)
[
GF2;31(x,y, z)−GF2;31(x1, x2, y3y, z)
]
−
3∑
c=1
[∑
bc
1
E(xc, bc)
[
G
(6)
m|V1(x,y, z)−G
(6)
m|V1(xcˆbc,y, z)
]
+
[
(f
(c)
V1;sc
(z,y) + f
(c)
V1;sc
(y, z)
] ·G(2)(x) + f(c)∅;scG(6)m|V1(x,y, z)
]}
.
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• If s = x is outgoing momentum of the boundary graph 1 1 . For s = (x1, y2, y3)
an outgoing momentum of V1 we derive now the SDE for G
(6)
m|V1 . Then R = V1,
Q = m, by definition. The I(c)C,B-coefficients are given by
I
(c)
m,∅(x,y, z) = f
(c)
m;sc(z) ·GV1(x,y) ,
I
(c)
∅,m(x,y, z) = f
(c)
∅;sc ·GV1|m(x,y, z) .
The H
(c,τ)
C,B -terms are computed from the set
Br( 1 1 , β = 1, c) =
{
{2} c = 1,
∅ otherwise ,
since only the colour-1 swap at the vertex s with the vertex with outgoing mo-
mentum y2 (also in V1) separates 1 1 . The only contributions are therefore
H
(c=1,τ=2)
∅,m (X) = G
(2)(x) ·G(4)
m|m(y, z) ,
H
(c=1,τ=2)
m,∅ (X) = G
(4)
m|m(x, z) ·G(2)(y) .
Thus G
(6)
V1|m satisfies, for all (x,y, z) ∈ F3,3,
G
(6)
V1|m(x,y, z) (5.6)
=
(−2λ
Es
)
×
{
3∑
c=1
f
(c)
m|V1;sc(z,x,y) + f
(c)
m|V1;sc(z,y,x)
+
1
E(y1, x1)
[
G
(6)
m|m|m(x,y, z)−G
(6)
m|m|m(y1, x2, x3,y, z)
]
+
1
E(z1, x1)
[
G
(6)
Q1
(x,y, z)−G(6)Q1(z1, x2, x3; y, z)
]
+
1
E(x2, y2)
[
G
(6)
V3|m(x,y, z)−G
(6)
V3|m(x1, y2, x3; y, z)
]
+
1
E(z2, y2)
[
G
(6)
F3;12
(x,y, z)−G(6)F3;12(x; y1, x2, y3; z)
]
+
1
E(x3, y3)
[
G
(6)
V2|m(x,y, z)−G
(6)
V2|m(x; y1, y2, x3; z)
]
+
1
E(z3, y3)
[
G
(6)
F2;13
(x,y, z)−G(6)F2;13(x; y1, y2, z3; z)
]
−
3∑
c=1
[∑
bc
1
E(sc, bc)
[
G
(6)
V1|m(x,y, z)−G
(6)
V1|m([x,y, z]|sc→bc)
]
+
[
(f
(c)
V1;sc
(z,y) + f
(c)
V1;sc
(y, z)
] ·G(2)(x) + f(c)∅;scG(6)m|V1(x,y, z)
]}
,
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5.2. Schwinger-Dyson equation for G
(4)
1
|
1
. There is only one SDE for the ‘disconnected-
∂’ 4-point function. For every (x,y, z) ∈ F3,3,
G
(4)
1
|
1
(x,y)
=
(−2λ
Ex
)
×
3∑
c=1
{∑
qcˆ
G
(2)
1
(xc,qcˆ) ·G(4)
1
|
1
(x,y) +G
(2)
1
(x)f
(c)
1
,xc
(y)
+
∑
bc
1
E(bc, xc)
[
G
(4)
1
|
1
(x,y)−G(4)
1
|
1
(bcxcˆ,y)
]
(5.7)
+
1
E(yc, xc)
[
G
(4)
c c (x,y)−G(4)c c (bcxcˆ,y)
]
+ f
(c)
xc,
1
|
1
(x,y) + f
(c)
xc,
1
|
1
(y,x)
}
.
Only this equation is not new, but was already (directly) derived in [PPTW18], in notation
of Table 1.
5.3. Schwinger-Dyson equation for G
(6)
1
|
1
|
1
. Similarly, since one can permute the
arguments of G
(6)
m|m|m, it satisfies only one SDE:(
1 +
2λ
Ex
3∑
c=1
∑
qcˆ
G
(2)
1
(xc,qcˆ)
)
×G(6)
1
|
1
|
1
(x,y, z)
=
(−2λ
Ex
) 3∑
c=1
{
f
(c)
1
;xc
(y)G
(4)
1
|
1
(x, z) + f
(c)
1
;xc
(z)G
(4)
1
|
1
(x,y)
+G
(2)
1
(x) · f(c)
1
|
1
(y, z) (5.8)
−
∑
bc
1
E(xc, bc)
[
G
(6)
1
|
1
|
1
(x,y, z)−G(6)
1
|
1
|
1
(bcxcˆ,y, z)
]
+
1
E(yc, xc)
[
G
(6)
1
| c |(z,x,y)−G
(6)
1
| c |(z, ycxcˆ,y)
]
+
1
E(zc, xc)
[
G
(6)
1
| c |(y,x, z)−G
(6)
1
| c |(y, ycxcˆ, z)
]
+
∑
σ∈S(3)
σ · f(c)
1
|
1
|
1
(x,y, z)
}
.
We kept the graph notation in order to ease the reading of the graph movements. Equi-
valently,(
1 +
2λ
Ex
3∑
c=1
∑
qcˆ
G(2)(xc,qcˆ)
)
×G(6)
m|m|m(x,y, z)
=
(−2λ
Ex
) 3∑
c=1
{
f(c)m;xc(y)G
(4)
m|m(x, z) + f
(c)
m;xc(z)G
(4)
m|m(x,y)
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+G
(2)
1
(x) · f(c)
m|m(y, z) (5.9)
−
∑
bc
1
E(xc, bc)
[
G
(6)
m|m|m(x,y, z)−G
(6)
m|m|m(bcxcˆ,y, z)
]
+
1
E(yc, xc)
[
G
(6)
m|Vc(z,x,y)−G
(6)
m|Vc(z, ycxcˆ,y)
]
+
1
E(zc, xc)
[
G
(6)
m|Vc(y,x, z)−G
(6)
m|Vc(y, ycxcˆ, z)
]
+
∑
σ∈S(3)
σ · f(c)
m|m|m(x,y, z)
}
.
6. Towards higher-dimensional Tutte equations
We compare the result with matrix models loop equations and, their equivalent, Tutte
equations that count discrete surfaces.
6.1. Tutte equations and matrix models. This material is based on the exposition
by Eynard [Eyn16, Ch. 1 & 2]. There, three facts are proven:
(1) The generating functions Tl1+1,l2,...,lκ of connected maps14 with κ marked faces
(boundaries) of perimeters l1 + 1, . . . , lκ satisfy Tutte equations:
T (0)l+1 =
∑d
j=3
λjT (0)l−j−1 +
∑
l1+l2=l−1
T (0)l1 T
(0)
l2
(6.1a)
in the planar, single-boundary (κ = 1) case, while for all g ≥ 1, setting K =
{l2, . . . , lκ},
T (g)l1+1,K =
∑d
α=3
λαT (g)l1+α−1,K +
∑κ
m=2
lmT (g)l1+lm−1,K\{lm} (6.1b)
+
∑l1−1
j=0
[
T (g−1)j, l1−1−j,K +
∑
g1+g2=g
J⊂K
T (g1)j,J × T (g2)l1−1−j,K\J
]
.
In the last two equations the superindex h in T (h)... means the restriction to genus-
h maps. Also the formal variables λα count the number nα of α-agons in each
map. That is, the tv(m)λ
n3(m)
3 · · ·λnd(m)d -coefficient of T (h)l1,...,lκ counts, modulo auto-
morphisms, how many genus-h maps m are there, having precisely nα(m) α-agons
with marked faces of lengths lm > 0 (α = 3, . . . , d; m = 1, . . . , κ). To render this
number finite, the variable t counts the number of vertices v(m) of the map m.
These T -generating functions are not independent but related via Tutte equations
— and in fact obey a rather universal relation known as Topological Recursion.
14A map is a concept slightly more general than a gluing of a collection of nα α-gons by their sides
(α ≥ 3). Maps might have certain number κ of marked faces of perimeters l1, . . . , lκ ≥ 0, . Their Euler
characteristic is χ = #vertices − #edges + #unmarked faces = 2− 2g−κ, being g the genus of the map.
The precise concept will not be needed here and we refer to [Eyn16, Sect. 1.1.2] for the definition in terms
of permutations.
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(2) The matrix model
Z =
∫
formal
dMe−
N
t
[
M2
2
−V (M)
]
, V (x) =
∑d
α=3
λα
xα
α
, (6.2)
satisfies Migdal’s loop equations [Mig83]∑l1−1
j=0
〈Tr(M j)Tr(M l1−1−j)〉+
∑κ
m=2
lm〈Tr(M l1−1+lj
∏κ
i=2
i 6=j
Tr(M li)〉
=
N
t
〈
Tr(M l1 · [M − V ′(M)])× Tr(M l2) · · ·Tr(M lκ)
〉
. (6.3)
These expressions are the SDE for the matrix-valued correlator
〈M l1Tr(M l2) · · ·Tr(M lκ)〉 , (6.4)
defined for a function Φ : MN (R)→MN (R) by
〈Φ(M)〉 =
∫
dMΦ(M)e−
N
t
Tr(M2/2−V (M))∫
dMe−
N
t
Tr(M2/2−V (M)) .
(3) The crux of the matter is that Tutte Equations (6.1) hold if and only if the SDE
(6.3) for the matrix model (6.2) do. The bridge is the following. For closed
maps logZ, the logarithm of the formal integral (6.2), is well-known to yield
the generating function of connected closed maps (cf. [BIPZ78]). The formal
variables λα in both cases coincide: if only maps consisting of, say, triangulations
and quadrangulations are to be counted, one sets a cubic and quartic interaction
in the matrix model (in eq. (6.2) λα = δ
α
3 λ3 + δ
4
αλ4). For maps with κ marked
faces, if x1, . . . , xκ are formal variables and one defines Wκ by
Wκ(x1, . . . , xκ) =
〈
Tr
1
x1 −M · · ·Tr
1
xκ −M
〉
connected
, (6.5)
in the sense of Neumann series, then Tl1...lκ can be recovered by taking residues
at xi →∞ as follows:
Tl1...lκ = (−1)κ Res x1→∞ . . .Resxκ→∞
[
xl11 · · ·xlκκWκ(x1, . . . , xκ)
]
. (6.6)
Tutte equations (6.1) for all genera g ∈ Z≥0 emerge by taking the small-t expan-
sion15 Tl1+1,...lκ =
∑
g(N/t)
2−2g−κT (g)l1+1,...lκ .
6.2. Parallel between Tutte equations and disconnected-∂ SDE of TFT. We
contrast now elements appearing in the SDE of Theorem 4.1 with Tutte equations, as
well as the derivation of both sets.
The first parallel, depicted in Table 2, concerns the role of the boundaries in each
framework.
Moreover, we can regard each Tutte equation as a set of operations in the input, namely
the perimeters l1 + 1, . . . , lκ of the marked faces, and distinguish the two cases κ = 1 and
κ > 1. The output for the connected -∂ Tutte equations (6.1a) is illustrated in Table 3;
15To see the subtleties between small-t expansion and an 1/N -expansion we refer to [Eyn16, Sect.
1.2.4]
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Parallel between Tutte Equations and TFT SDE: Role of boundaries
Concept Variable in Tutte Equations Variable in TFT
number of boundary components κ k
parameters of the boundaries κ lengths D-coloured graph D
boundary decomposition (l1 + 1, l2, . . . , lκ) D = RunionsqQunionsqα11 unionsq . . . unionsqQunionsqαnn
(k = α1 + . . .+ αn + 1)
distinguished boundary component l1 + 1 R
in the derivation of the equations (cf. Notation of the theorem)
Table 2. Boundaries in both frameworks
similarly, for the disconnected-∂ Tutte equations Table 4 depicts the types of operations
on the list of perimeters.
A second similitude is the role played by a distinguished boundary in each case. Tutte
equations can be derived [Eyn16, Ch. 1] by distinguishing a single boundary length, say
l1 + 1, among the list of perimeters l1 + 1, . . . , lκ, and seeing the possible effects
16 that
the removal of a marked edge of this (l1 + 1)-agon has at the level of the T -generating
functions. In our TFT SDE, the role of that marked face is taken by the boundary
component denoted R. This undergoes the transformations explained in Table 5.
This new operations are an improvement of description given in [PPW17]. Put into
the Tutte Equations perspective, the analogue of Table 3 are precisely those operations
on a connected ∂-graph of [PPW17]. The contribution of Theorem 4.1 is to give the full
set of operations described and interpreted in Table 5.
One can compare term by term Tutte vs. Schwinger-Dyson equations. The terminology
refers to Tables 4 and 5. They do not match 1:1, due to the fact that in TFT the number
of operations on boundaries increases.
Finally, boundaries —and therefore SDE— of TFT are more complex than their matrix
counterparts due to their lack of symmetry. As pointed out in Section 4.2, the choice of
vertex s does matter in the sense that different choices unrelated by non-trivial graph
automorphisms of the distinguished boundary R yield different SDE.
16Incidentally, this amounts to four possible scenarios that account for each one of the terms in eq.
(6.1b):
I. if the marked edge separates an ordinary face from a marked face: this accounts for the term
λαT (g)l1+α−1,K
II. if the marked edge separates two marked marked faces → lmT (g)l1+lm−1,K\{lm}
III. if the marked edge bounds twice the same face:
III.a and the marked edge is not a bridge → T (g1)j,J × T (g2)l1−1−j,K\J
III.b and the marked edge is a bridge → T (g−1)j, l1−1−j,K .
Single boundary Tutte / Schwinger Dyson Equations
Input Outputs Interpretation
l + 1 → {l − 1 + α}α≥3 if [xα]V (x) 6= 0 increase by α length of boundary
(boundary perimeter) ↘ {j, l − 1− j}j=0,...,l−1 splitting in 2 lengths, adding up to l − 1
Table 3. Operations on the boundaries (marked face) for the connected boundary Tutte for random maps /
Schwinger-Dyson equations for the matrix model Z =
∫
dMe−
N
t
(M
2
2
−V (M)) with V (x) =
∑d
α=3 λαx
α/α
Tutte / Schwinger-Dyson equations for multiple marked faces/boundaries of lengths l1 + 1, l2 . . . , lκ
Input Type Output: perimeter of marked face Interpretation
l+1 , l2, . . . , lκ (i) {l−1 + α, l2, . . . , lκ}α≥3 increase by α the perimeter of marked face
the boundary perimeters whenever [xα]V (x) 6= 0
(ii) L1 = {j} ∪ J ; L2 = {l−1 − j} ∪ (K \ J) 1 + κ marked faces split into a product
for j = 0, . . . , l−1 , J ⊂ K of two correlators of length lists L1 and L2
(Here K := {l2, . . . , lκ} (iii) {l−1 + lα} ∪K \ {lα} coalesence of two marked faces
and l±1 := l1 ± 1) ⇒ reduction to κ− 1 marked faces
(iv) {j, l−1 − j} ∪K for j = 0, . . . , l−1 incresed number of marked faces to κ+ 1
Table 4. Operations on the lengths on the boundaries of disconnected boundary Tutte / Schwinger-Dyson equations
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Disconnected-∂ Schwinger Dyson Equations
Term in SDE Type Transformation of D and interpretation
GD 0. None, D is input
f
(c)
D,sc 1. Contraction of three vertices of
c c with (2 + #VerticesD)-pt
functions, effectively leading to a boundary graph D
∆
(
∂W
∂ςc(D;β,ρ)
)
2A. Contraction of two white vertices of c c with ςc(D;β, ρ)
at the black vertices β and ρ ⇒ effectively D;
accounts for splitting and merging of boundaries.
Here ρ is a vertex of the graph R
∆
(
∂W
∂ςc(D;β,ρ)
)
2B. Idem, but ρ is not a vertex of the graph R
∆GD 3. The tadpole-like term contracting both (say) lower vertices of
c with two vertices of D corresponding to s and the white
vertex of D connected to s by a c-coloured edge
∆H
(c,τ)
B,C 4. For τ ∈ Br(2)(R, β, c), splitting of R into two connected
components, R′ and R′′; splitting of the remaining
components B, C of D c∼ (B|C|R), as product
of correlators, GR′|B ×GR′′|C , one containing R′, the other R′′
I
(c)
B,C 5. Splitting into product of correlators, one with an insertion
of c , namely f
(c)
C,sc , and GR|B; altogeteher the components
of R, C,B must be exactly those of D
Table 5. Tensor model analogue of Table 4. The notation in the column
‘Term in SDE’ refers each row in the Eq. (4.4). In types 2 through 4,
∆L refers to the line of Eq. (4.4) containing a term of the form [L(X)−
L(X|sc→ξ)] that can be easily read off (together with its factors and sums
over automorphisms and, as appropriate, over momenta)
Interpretation Tutte Equations Schwinger-Dyson Equations in TFT
Interaction vertex in-
sertion in boundary
component
Type (i) Types 1, 2A and 3
This is a connected sum of polygons by a seg-
ment (α, l1 + 1) 7→ (α + l1 − 1), since two
identified edges dissapear.
In type 1, the propagator-contraction of three (out of four)
fields is represented. One could as well contract only two ver-
tices of c , horizontally, and this leads to type 3 terms. A
contraction of two white vertices of c and the black vertex β
(fixed) and another ρ in the same graph R, leads to type 2A
terms.
Coalescence of two
boundary components
Type (iii) Type 2B
Again a connected sum, but now between two
different boundary polygons
A contraction of two white vertices of c and the black vertex
β and a black vertex ρ in a connected component of D\R = Q,
leads to type 2B terms.
Splitting of a boundary Types (ii) and (iv) Types 4 and 5
In type (ii) the splitting implies a product of
correlators; in type (iv) it does not. In both
the splitting increases κ 7→ κ+ 1
In type 4 the product of correlators occurs. In type 5 one en-
counters a product of an f-function (i.e. an insertion of c into
a component of Q and a correlator that contains the distin-
guished boundary R
Table 6. Term-by-term comparison
7. Conclusions and outlook
We introduced the multi-variable graph calculus—a tool to prove a general formula
for the disconnected-∂ Schwinger-Dyson for the most general quartic-melonic TFT in
arbitrary rank (Thm 4.1). In their description, a new set of graph operations on an input
graph has been exposed in Table 5. This list is the tensorial equivalent of the matrix
model operations on the boundary graphs of matrix models (cf. Table 4).
The well-known dictionary between the theory of enumeration of random maps and
matrix models allows to pose two uses our SDE could be useful for. The theories of
graph-encoded manifolds [Pez75, LM06, CC15] bring tensor models into prominence as a
theory of ‘random higher-dimensional maps’. For instance, gluings of octahedra [BL16]
are studied from the tensor model with (non-melonic) interaction vertex
1
2
1
3
3
1
2
which is the dual graph-representation to an octahedron. The boundary-completeness of
the quartic-melonic models [Pe´r18, Thm 1] further studied here shows a path to the theory
of higher-dimensional maps made of gluings of particular triangulations of D-balls, in the
rank-D case. The natural candidate for higher-dimensional Tutte equations is the set of
relations derived from the 1/N -sectors of the present SDE that have the same boundary
as well as value of Gura˘u degree. This is based on the fact (recalled in Sect. 6) that Tutte
equations hide in the N2−2g−κ-sectors of Migdal’s SDE for matrix models.
The second guess is the existence of a recursion allowing to compute higher-point
TFT-correlators from some small number of lower-point ones, analogous to the Topolo-
gical Recursion (TR) [ACP+13, Bor17, Eyn14, EO07, Su l18] that satisfy matrix model
correlators. What is not speculative is that, assuming the dictionary of last paragraph,
such tensorial TR would require the disconnected-∂ SDE, since it is also a recursion in
the number of boundaries (presumably also in their Gura˘u’s degree). The blobbed TR
for quartic tensor models has already been obtained [BD18]—yet it would be interesting
to develop the purely tensorial17 cousin of the TR for tensor field theory18.
The large-N limit of the disconnected-∂ SDE should be analysed in order to access also
their physical significance. At leading order, their melonic approximation [OPVW15] is
expected to yield closed equations. A significant progress in this direction has been under-
taken in [PPTW18], whose techniques could [Pas] be extended to the present disconnected-
∂ SDE in a next project.
17The Bonzom-Dartois TR bases on an initial Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. Vertically cutting
the pillow vertices, as the rank-3 c c , they “map” quartic melonic tensor models to a suitable intermediate
field multi-matrix model, for which the authors develop a TR analogous to the introduced by Borot [Bor15].
18 The difference between tensor models and tensor field theory is here substantial. The former usually
focuses on numerical observables 〈TrB(ϕ, ϕ¯)〉 ∈ C and the latter on functions (or distributions) GB :
V (B) → C. In contrast, the loop equations, Ward Identities [IMM17] and SDE [Gur12] are algebraic
in the for tensor models, whereas for tensor field theory ‘loop equations’ [Pe´r18, PPW17] are integro-
differential, as shown also in [PPTW18] explicitly.
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Heading towards a quantum gravity perspective, objects appearing in the Functional
Renormalization Group [BGKOP18] —or Ward-constrained flows [LO19b]— are expected
to be described in terms of graph-generated functionals studied here. Together with the
boundary-completeness of the quartic-melonic models [Pe´r18, Thm 1], this motivates us
to study the geometric nature of the flow from a simple quartic model.
On the purely mathematical side, systems of graph-group actions can be extended to
Lie groups actions and to calculi in infinitely many graph-variables by using rigorous
analytic tools. It would be also interesting to consider the coefficient functions ug directly
in certain algebra of functions. One could dispense with the functions {V (g) → C} by
using instead directly (non-commutative) algebras.
Finally, the (symmetric) monoidal structure on the set of boundary graphs emerges
in a natural way. This guides us towards the language of Topological Quantum Field
Theories (TQFT) [Ati89]. Since these boundary graphs triangulate boundary states, an
interesting program would be to obtain discrete TQFT from matrix models and ‘TQFT
with observables’ [Oec16] from tensor models, or enframe these in Oeckl’s positive bound-
ary formalism (op. cit.), which also facilitates the gluing-boundary procedure that TQFT
provides. In the tensor and matrix models case, the gluing of boundaries should be im-
plemented as an operation ∧A on two correlation functions sharing a boundary state A,
GA|B|···|C′ ∧A GA|B′|···|C′ , which should be related to GB|B′|···|C|C′ due to their geometrical
interpretation.
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Appendix A. The first coefficients of the Y -term
For completeness, we give the first coefficients of the Y -term, keeping in mind the
notation simplification (Table 1). The computation of these functions is presented in
detail in [Pe´r18]. As before, the set equality {a, b, c} = {1, 2, 3} holds.
f(a)m;sa(x) = G
(4)
Va
(x, sa, xb, xc) (A.1a)
+
∑
c 6=a
∑
qb∈Z
G
(4)
Vc
(x; sa, qb, xc) +
∑
qb,qc
G
(4)
m|m(x; sa, qb, qc),
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f
(a)
Va;sa
(x,y) =
1
3
(
G
(6)
Qa
(sa, xb, xc,x,y) + cyclic perm. in (sa, xb, xc),x and y
)
+
1
3
(
G
(6)
K3,3
(sa, xb, yc; x,y) + cyclic perm.
)
+
∑
qb
G
(6)
Fb;ac
(x; y; sa, qb, yc) +
∑
qc
G
(6)
Fc;ab
(x; y; sa, qc, yb) (A.1b)
+
1
2
∑
qb,qc
G
(6)
m|Va(sa, qb, qc; x; y),
f
(a)
Vb;sa
(x,y) =
1
3
(∑
qb
G
(6)
Qb
(sa, qb, yc; x,y) + cyclic perm.
)
+G
(6)
Fc;ab
(sa, yb, xc; x; y)
+G
(6)
Fc;ab
(x; sa, xb, xc; y) +
∑
qb
G
(6)
Fa;bc
(x; y; sa, qb, yc) (A.1c)
− 1
2
∑
qb,qc
G
(6)
m|Vb(sa, qb, qc; x; y),
f
(a)
m|m;sa(x,y) =
(∑
qb,qc
G
(6)
m|m|m (sa, qb, qc,x,y) + cyclic perm.
)
+G
(6)
m|Va (x, sa, yb, yc,y) +
∑
qc
G
(6)
m|Vb (x, sa, yb, qc,y) (A.1d)
+
∑
qb
G
(6)
m|Vc (x, sa, qb, yc,y) +
∑
qc
G
(6)
m|Vb (x,y, sa, yb, qc)
+
∑
qb
G
(6)
m|Vc (x,y, sa, qb, yc) +G
(6)
m|Va (x,y, sa, yb, yc)
+G
(6)
Fa;bc
(x, sa, xb, yc,y) .
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